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~HE ~GLISH ODE.
lfROM SPENSER· TO DRYDEN.

P. REFACE.

fhe object of this study is to trace the development of the
ode in English throughout the seventeenth century.

We hope to

consider all the available lyrics of this century that were called
odes

by their author~, to seek other poems having an equal claim

with them to this designation in a time of uncertain standards,
and

to follow the development of .form and "Preatment until the ode-

idea became crystallized into the gem of mazw faaets which is now
called the English ode.

We shall not, however, treat of the fu-

neral-ode or elegy, whioh is of sufficient importance in English
to merit a separate study.

Moreover, those poems, Vlb.ether called

odes ar not, which form a pa.rt of a greater whole, as, for example,
those enshrined in drama or in narrative or pastoral poems, will
be considered only in exceptional oases.
Such a study as this would be impossible were it not fo~ the
labors o f ~ eminent scholars, who have oolleoted and edited

poetioal works long buried in oblivion.

We aoknowledge our in-

debtedness to them in our bibliography.

This is not by any means

a complete list of all works dealing with this period in English
literature;

it is merely a list of all the works read or consult-

ed for information or background in preparing this thesis.
For more direct and personal assistance, we thank the Faculty
of the Department of English, of the University of Kansas, whose

gracious encouragement has been a light and a stay, and especially
Dr.John H.Nelson, Dr.Robert J.Allen, and Prof.R.D.O'Leary, vm.ose

helpful suggestions and courteous guidance merit a. grateful acknowledgment.

1

C.

HAP TE R I.

AN OUTLINE OF THE HISTORY OF THE ODE IN ENGLISH.

Il!b.a ode was the produot of Grecian taste and skill, the best
composers being Pindar and Anacreon.

The odes of Pindar have all

been lost, exoepting some of the triumphal odes.
posed to be simg by a double chorous;

These were com-

oonsequently, each part, or

triad, is oomposed of three stanzas or three distinot movements,
the strophe

S'tlllg

by a ohorus whioh turned to the right, the anti-

strophe or answer by a ohorus whioh turned to the left, and the
epode sung by the united choruses at the end of the movement.
Roman authors adopted the name, but not the measure.

The

Horaoe varied

the structure of his odes, though most oo:mmonly he used a fourlines stanza.
When, by the Rena.issanoe, knowledge of Greek and Roman literature was diffused throughout western Europe, poets speedily produced translations and imitations of these works.
Franoe, especially popularized the odes of Pindar.

Ronsard, in
John Southern

(also written Soothern or Soowthern), an English poetaster, first
made use of the word "ode" in English letters, when in 1584 he
published a clumsy plagiarism of Ronsard, entitled "The Musyque
of the Beautie of his Mistresse Diana"; the volume "consists of
sonnets by the author, •••• of elegies, odes, odEilets,nl and other
verses. In 1588 Shakespeare used the word in "Love• s Labour Lost,"

where Duma.in says:
Once more Ile read the Ode that I have writ, 2
a.'lld the following year the author of "The Arte of English Poesie"
has this phrase;

"Ont of the primitive Greeke a.nd La.tine, as

Comedie, Tragedie, Ode,.Epitaphe, Elegie, Epigramme and other moe.n3

So far as we know, Daniel is the first English author of merit
who used the word "ode" in the title of a poem.

His ode ap:p~ared

in 1592, in his sonnet-sequence ''Delia''• It consists of four stan-

zas, each containing six octosyllabic lines, with rhyme-scheme

ab ab ab.

This poem in no sense follows the rules of Greek

versification, which, in fact, were little understood at the revival of learning.

Consequently, we find, as in this oase, na:ny

poems called odes by their authors, whioh cannot be said to de-

serve this appellation.
The English authors were more familiar with Latin than with
Greek, and seem to have inferred, from Horace, that an::, eulogistic,
meditative, or philosophic verses might be considered an ode,
whether addressed to an individual, as Jonson's 11 0de

to

Himself ,n

to an abstraction, as Drayton' s ode "To Cupid'', or to an event, as
the same poet's "To the Virginian Voyage."
not always take the form of an ad.dress.

l\ioreover, the ode did

Jonson'si 1 nEpode", one

hundred and s~teen lines, not printed in stanzas, is a moralizing
disoourse on vioe and virtue.

A quotation will show its style

and .st rtioture :
Next to knowing no vice, is to know vice well
And her

black spite expel. 4

3

Mr.Gosse calls Jonson the "importer of the ode", and praises his
"strong and manly verse, sounding with a rude direotness amid the
lovely ahorus of the euphuist&."5 Jonson composed one ode on the
Pinda.ric model, which we shall consider at_length, and several odes
in imitation of Horace:

for example, "Praises of a Countrie Life",

in a series of ten-syllable and eight-syllable lines rhyming alternate~, which is based on Horace's well-known "Beatus ille, qui
:procul negotiis." Jonson, with all the other :poets of the time,
wrote marriage-odes, though all suoh compositions are inferior to
S:penser' s "Epi thalami on!' and "Pro thalami on" •
In the opinion of :Mr.Brett, Drayton was the only English poet
until the time of Cowper who "showed mastery of the short staccato
measure of the Anacreontio."6 Mr.Elton pronounces these odes, "of
their species, the earliest in.our tongue," and "some of them, the
best odes we have."7 There is variety in the versification of
these odes, and some unevenness;

still "they cannot be regarded,"

says Mr.Child, "otherwise than a remarkable achievement in the
creation of a new music in English poetry. 11 8
Until the time of Cowley, only the one ode of Jonson was
modelled on Pindar.

~penser's marriage-odes, long in stanza and

varied in length of line, were formed upon the model of the Italian
canzone, .with a longer line as refrain, Spenser's own invention.
Cowley obtained a oopy of Pindar's odes, printed without the choral
divisions, and deemed them "fashioned in absolute irregnlarity. 11 9
There,..upon, he translated two of them in what he thought a similar
form, and on this model fashioned his original oompositions.

Cow-

ley's odes are not Pindario, for there is no system in the number

and position of the lines, no correspondence in the stanzas.

Other

poets, weary of the regu.lar stanzas they had so long been writing,
and doubtless attracted by the general irregularity, which gave

such freedom for digressions in treatment_, variations in rhyme,
imitated Cowley almost to the exclusion of other lyrical forms, and
formed a. school that, in the words of Mr.Sa.intsbury, "produced poetioally for a century and a half some of the very worst verse in the

English langu.age.u 10 Dryden developed Cowley's form admirably in
his 11 So:ng for Se.int Cecilia.' s Day''

(1678) and "Alexander's Feast''

(1697), wh~le it became a. "bewildering instrument'' in the hands of

lesser·poets, lik~ S~dwell.
11

To quote Mr.Saintsbury again: these

ma.jestiok numbers" are "as able to provide a poet with wings to

soar a.s they are to provide a poetaster with weights to sink''. 11

.

In 1705 Congreve, then thirty-five years old, came across au
edition of Pindar and discovered its secret.

Thereupon, he com-

posed odes quite faultless in form, the first written in El'lglish
with the proper distinction of strophe, antistro:ph.e, and epode sinoe
Jonson's in 1629.

Probably because of his essay, published in 1706,

entitled "A Discourse on the Pindario Ode," Congreve ha.s been credited with the discovery of the principles governing the structure of
this ode.

Modern research has shown that he merely gave the sub-

stance of the notes of two distinguished scholars, Nicolas Lesueur,
(1545-1594) a.nd Erasrmts Schmid - or Sohmid-0 - (1506-1673), a professor of Greek at Wit~enberg.

Their exhaustive commentaries upon

Pindar were inoluded in the Oxford folio edition of his works in
1697. 12
In 1749.Gilbert West, son of the editor of Pindar, brought out

5.
a translation of the odes of the great Theban, divided into strophes,
mu.oh more irregular in form, however, than Pindar or even Congreve

would have permitted.

It was this version \"'lhich fell into Gray's

hands, and led to the produotion of' the two most famous Pindario

odes in our language, the ''Progress of Poesy" in 1754 and "The Bard''
in 1756.

Before this, in 1747, Collins had published the slender oolleotion of' his delightful odes, formed upon the simpler Greek model.
The disoiples of Gray and Collins soon strayed from their models,
so that the ode fell a.gain into disrepute.

Akenside (1721-1770)

restored order out of ohaos by produoing "a series of odes that oome
nearer to the Greek model in form than an.y that had been or have
sinoe been composed,'' though his rhetorio is "oh.illy, constrained,
and

painful." 13
The nineteenth oentury poets, Coleridge, Shelley, Keats, Words-

worth, and others, remodelled the ode so that "the diapason of English odes is a mu.sio like that. of whioh Thomson speaks.
A

broad majestic stream, and rolling on

Through all the winding harmo:ey of souna..14

We have seen, and we shall see yet more fully, that the term
"ode 11 , as used by the poets in the past, has not ,been re striated :to
any set form of versification.

It is true that Coventry Patmore, in

the prefatory note. to his volume of poems entitled "The Unknown Eros
'

and

other Odes," attempts to formulate a law.

He says:15

In its highest order, .the lyrio or ode is a tetrameter,
the line having the time of eight iambics. When it descends
to narrative, or the expression of a less-exalted strain of
thought, it becomes a trimeter, or even a dimeter, with the
time of four; and it is allowable to vary the tetrameter
11 ode" by the oooasiona.1 introduction of' :passages in either

6

or both of these inferior measures, but not, I think, by the
of 81\V other. The lioense to rhyme at indefinite intervals is oounterba.lanoed, in the writing of all poets who have
employed this measure suocessfully, by unusual frequency in
the oacurrence of the same rhyme •
..
Unfortunately, his own odes do not exemplify his. ru.le, and, fortun-

use

ately, our modern singers have not adopted it.

Out, study will show how, little by little, the applioation of
the term has been restrioted as regards verse-form, so that now, in
English,· the word ode has a definite meaning.

Our poets do not bind

themselves by the laws of Pindar, but allow great variety in the
lengths of the lines, and at times, though not necessarily, in the
comparative lengths of the- stanzas.

Liberty within bounds charac-

terizes the form and theme-treatment of the English ode.

The finest

example of this is Coleridge's nFranoe, as Ode.n 15 Here the five
stanzas, composed eaoh of twenty-one lines, have all the same verse-

struoture and rhyme-scheme.
With regard to the theme, praotioa has been fairly constant;,
odes ma::/' be grouped as funeral-odes, or elegies; marriage-odes, or
epithalamia - less popular now than they were three hundred years

ago;

and odes composed for other special oooasions, or on abstract

themes.

Thus we have Cowley's non the Death of Mr. William Hervey,''

so full of sinoere feeling, and Tennyson's "Ode on the Death of the
Du.ke of Welli':ngton," with its varied measures, sonorous oa.denoes,
and

patriotic enthusiasm;

"Recessional";

Spenser's'~pithalamion'' and Kipling's

Milton's "On Time" and Wordsworth•s Ode on the In-

timations of Immortality," - two odes that put in suoh striking con-

trast the optimistic mentality of the seventeenth century and the
philosophic unrest of the nineteenth.

Milton tells us, in twenty--

7

two lines, that the flight of time is little loss to us, for when
it has fled
Attired with stars we shall forever sit,
Triumphing over Dea.th, a.nd Oh.a.nee, and thee, O Time; 17
whilst Wordsworth finds "perpetual benediction" rather in looking
backwards to "the thought of our pa.st years.n

18

All the critics are agreed on one point, namely, that the
theme of a.n ode nnst be exalted, or at least dig.nif ied, and that
it should be treated in a lofty or dignified ma.tm.er.

The term can-

not be applied to narrative in verse, for au ode presupposes passionate feeling, enthusiasm, which mtst be impersonal;

that is to szq,

the poet is the spokesman for hu.n:anity and expresses in his sweet
or lilOV'ing strains what all men feel - or might feel - but few know
how to utter.

An

ode is oha:ra.oterized by beauty or stateliness of

expression, and consequently is, as a rule, only two or three hundred lines in length.

Our

deepest feelings need not many words.

On

the other hand, too brief a treatnent leads to a lack of grandeur
and dignity, and thus precludes

a poem from consideration among the

odes and relegates it to a place among the simpl~ lyrics.
Our early :poets sometimes used the term

should oall a song.

11

ode" for what we

This seems to be especially the case when seri-

ous reflections or :philosophic nusings aoco:mpaey- the theme, as, for
example, in Richard Barnfield' s "Ode", found in a Misoellat\Y of
1596, 19 which, from a consideration of the nightingale and her song,

develops into a study of the qualities of a. true friend:

If thou sorrow, he will weep;

If thou wake, he cannot sleep;

Thus, of every grief, in heart~
He with thee doth bear a part. O

8

Odes r,:e,;y be classified as Pindario odes and their imitations,·
Horatian odes, and free odes.
r:JB,y"

The imitations of the Pindario ode

be in r-egnlar stanzas, as Jonson's "Ode on the Death of Sir

Henry Morison," or in irregular stanzas, as Cowley's and Dryden's
odes.
and

In the nineteenth century, these imitations were more exact

more soholarly, with a truer concept ion of the nature

of Pindar's odes.
brilliancy;

and

spirit

The Greek poet's style is narked by boldness and

he elaborates his theme by ma.ny comparisons, - allusions,

JIUthica.l references, metaphors. Above a.11, there is concentration
of thought, dignity, restraint;

the eagle-flight is characteristic

of Pindar.
The Horatia.nodes, modelled on Horace, a.re essentially different. "(They are written in short, regular stanzas;

the theme may be

_quite commonplace. However, to be called an ode in English, the
poem, whether or not it be in the form of an ad.dress, should be
characterized by dignity and refinement. An imitation of Horace
should be couched in 1ailgll8g'e that is graceful and polished, not
neoessari~ marked by deep emotion.

world'' speakS to us;

In Horace's odes a "man of the

in Pindar's, a seer.

The third class of odes is unrestrained in form;
feeli:ng, the inspiration of th~ moment predominate.

the ~io
It is the

"romantic movement"· in odes, as opposed to the classical,

and

is

best exemplified by the odes of Collins, Words,vorth, and - to name

an American - Lowell.

9

CH APTER II.

"MARRIAGE-ODES."
The 11 marriage-ode", which the poets delighted in calling an
epithala.mium, was composed to honor the nuptials of a patron or a
friend.

This form of verse had an ephemeral popu.la:rity, easily ac-

counted f'or.

The wonder is that such fulsome adulation and such

illdelioacy were toler~ted for ha.lf a century.

The nnny beautiful

lines and happy phrases are not a compensation for our disappointment at seeing the Muse's pinions trailing at times through the
slime of' utter sensuality.

Spenser sounded the key-note of this

style of ode, and outlined the treatment with nymphs and flowers
and

all the notes of' jubilation, with tru.e poetic restraint;

this

is especially noticeable in his seoond nnrriage-ode, -written, as
were all those of' the other poets, in the calm of' intelleotual endeavor.

But what a step in degradation we have from Spenser to

Herrick!
"Epithalamion," the first great ode in the langu.age, and, by a
perfection hardly to be expected in a first production,. its most
beautiful narrisge-ode, was composed by Spenser in 1594 on the occasion of his own marriage with Elizabeth Boyle. He himself tells
us in the closing lines that it was his wedding-gift:
Song ·1 made in lieu of ma.ey or:na.ments

With which nu love should duly have been dect 11
The fact that he :pu.blished it the following ye~ lessens, alas!

10

the rol1Bll.oe, and seems to indicate either that the time of disillusionm ent had cozoo for both, or that the poet little understood a woman's desire to have and to hold in sole possessio n
not only the heart of her husband bu.t also the written expressio n
of' his love.

However that

~

be, it is clear that when the poem was writ-

ten Spenser's love was sincere and idealisti c.

He calls upon the

Mases to help him his nowne loves pr~ses to resou:nd." 2 They n:ust
ere dawn awaken his beloved and sing to her of' coming joys and

consolati ons, while she is being attired for the bridal by the
Nymphs of wood and river.

Ga.r~ands nnst be scattered , all the birds

nnst sing, maidens mst form the wedding- train, minstrels mst
.

. "shrill aloud their imrry ma.sick,"

3

The 'Wl'lyles the boyes run up and downe the street,

Crying aloud with strong confused noyce.·••
Hymen! io HymenZ 4

We

seem called upon to witness a Roman triumph as the bride,
\

Adorned with beautyes grace and vertues store, 5
advances to "the temple-ga tes. 11

Here the poet's apostroph e,

Open the temple-ga tes unto nu love!
Open them wide that she ma.v- enter. inZ 6

recalls to mind the royal Prophet's cry:

11

Attollite porta.s, prin-

cipes, vestras; elevamin i, :portae aeternale s; et introibit Rex
gloriael'' 7 Does Spenser mean to imply that for him an, earthly
Paradise is openillg? After the ceremony, during which the angels
Forget their service. and about her £iy, 8
the wedding- feast, to which all are invited, is celebrate d with
bells and wine and song.

The lover, however, becomes impatient

11
and finds
To

••• it ill-ordained was
choose the longest day in all the yeare, 9

and calls upon the sun to hasten to his ''home within the westerne

fome.nlO At last he sees the evening star,
F~e childe of Beauty! glorious lampe of Love!
That all the host of Heaven in rank.es doost lead.1 11
As all :nature has shared his joy during the da.v, so the star seems

••• to laugh atweene [it ~winkling light,
As ioying in the sight.
Now all creatures. rm.st keep quiet - there ma.st be none of the

"lamenting cries" which probably were heard frequently at night in
those daors of feuds and outlaws;

no evil spirits or hobgoblins

m:z.st be about, no housefires or lightning do their "helpless harms,"
so serious at that period.
This ·passage of the poem brings foroibly before us the ma.nner
of life in the late sixteenth century, the laok of ma:ny things
which in our civilization.seem indispensable.
two lines with a delightfully hwm.n touch;

Here too we find

who that has lived near

a frog-pond can fail to sympathize with:
Ne let th' unpleasant quyre of Frogs still oroking
Make us to wish theyr chokingl3?
His wish is granted.

"Still silence trew night-watches keeps"; only

C~thia, she that never sleepes
Bu.t walkes abou~ high heaven al the night,14
peeps in at his window.

The poem closes with an invocation call-

illg upon the "high heavens" to pour down their blessings, that

his descendants 'ltt3:3' be destined
Of blessed Saints for to increase the eount. 15

12.

Of the twenty-four stanzas of. this beautiful :poem, nine
oonsist·of eighteen lines, fifteen of these being iambic pentameter, the three others trimeter, except in the first stanza
where· the sixteenth line has four feet.

In general, the short

lines are the sixth, eleventh, and sixteenth;

however, in the

tenth, sixteenth, and twenty-first stanzas, the tenth rather than
· the eleventh is the short line. The fifteenth stanza contains but
·seventeen lines, the sixth and fifteenth of which are six-syllable.
Thirteen stanzas of nineteen lines each have regu.larly the sixth,
eleven1ih, and seventeenth as the short lines.

The closing stanza

consists of bu.t seven lines, all but the fifth - an octosyllable being in iambic :pentameter. Throughout the poem, except in this
\

short stanza, the last line of eaab. stanza, in which the eo.b.oes of
the woods ring a refrain to the preceding verse, is a hexameter,
rhyming in every

case

with "si.llg'1 in the preceding line.

There is the same curious mixture of pagan and Christian
ideas which is found in almost all the poets of this century.
Some :passages are also very plain-spoken, but not more so than
passages in the workS of Spenser's contemporaries, as well a.sin
those of Coventry Patmore, Swinburne, and other moderns.

The

glimpses we get of English life are interesting, as are the lines
which show some of the poet's ideas of beauty.

Certainly, no

maiden of the present day would be flattered were attention
oalled to her "sunshiey face", or were her hair described as
16
·
'\yellow lock:S lyk.e golden wyre. 11

This ode, by its ma.sic, its cad~nces, its gradual rise to
the clillBX of joy and the calm peace of possession, produces an

13

effect of exhilaration, of elevation. We are convinced of the
sincerity of the ,author's feelillg, and. join ourselves to
These glad JIB?\V, which for ,;oy do sing,
17
That all the woods them answer, and their echo ring.
Spenser's secolld great marriage-ode, "ProthaJ.a.mion", was
'Written in J.5 96, in honor of the double marriage of "the two
honourable and vertuous Iad.ies," El1.zabeth and Katherine Somerset, daughters of the Earl of Worcester, to "two wort~ gentlemen,
M.Henry Gilford and M.William Pet er, Esquyers" of the household

of the Earl of Essex.

Its ten eighteen-line stanzas are exactly

similar, the verses being iambic pentameter, exoept the fifth,
tenth, fifteenth, and sixteenth, which are six-syllable lines.
The poem through.out,exb.ibits less of nature and of feeli?lg
than his own marriage-ode, more of art and of artificiality.
Vfuile "Epithalamio?l!' is of all tilm, "P.rotha.lamion", by its conceits and devices, is most decidedly of its own time of' changing
ideals.

It is in good part a daring plagiarism of the work of a.n

unknown author, in one of the ":Miscellanies" so popila.r in Eliza18
beth' a a.a.y.

The poet walked forth along the Thames one calm, warm~' and
espied by the river-side a "flocke of n.ympb.es" busy gathering flowers.

Two fair swans appeared, "swimming downe the Lee."

n.ympll.s,

The

anazed at their beauty, strewed the waves a.bout them with

flowers and crovrned them with garlands, meanwhile singing them a
~

of greeting and good wishes. The Lee mrllllred its affection

to them, while
All the foule which in his flood did dwe11

19

flocked about them and formed their train. Thus they came 0 to
mery London", where a noble lord, "with a great traine ensui:ng, 11
came forth from his "high towers" and
gentle Knights of lovely f'aoe and feature •••
Receiv'd those two faire brides.20

Two

The chief interest of the poem lies in the autobiogra~ioal
touches. We learn the poet's birthplace in the lines:

••• London, IIi' most k;vlldly nurse,
That to me ga;ve this Lifes first native sourse·,
Though from another plaoe I take nw name,
An house of auncient fa.me.21
Something of his disappointment in life is evident in the passage:
Through discontent of nu long, fruitlesse st~
In Princes court, and expectation v~e
Of idle hopes, which still doe f~ awa_y-. 22

Local coloring is given by his mention of the Temple,
••• those bric~ towres •••
Where now the studious IavJyers have their bowers, 23
and

of the stately pile near it,
Where oft I gayned giftes and goodly grace - 24

Leicester's house, then the residence of the Earl of Essex, of
whose victory over the Spaniards at Cadiz in 1596 the poet makes
flattering mention.
These marriage-odes are, in general outline, the model of
the later poets who attempted the form.

Still, each one tried to

pa.t some originality in the setting. James Shirley wrote his
"epithala.mium' in the form o_f a dialogu.e.

It has the ,unusual

merit of being short - twenty-six lines - long enough for its
adulatory spirit:
Oh, look a.non, if in the seeded s~,

15

You miss no stai-s;

here I did spy

~o gliding by. 25

Oam;pion and Eraucist.Beaumollt wrote masques for these happy occasions.

Jonson enshrined his epithalamia in msques, one of no

noteworthy distinction in the "Masque ~·of Hymen" 26 ; another, for
the zm.rriage of Lord I!addington, 1608, in the masque entitled "The

Hue and Cry after Cupid."

27

This :cy,rio consists of seven stanzas,

each containing eleven lines of different lengths, :rhymi.Dg in couplets, the eleventh line forming a refrain:
Shine, Hesperus, shine forth, thou wished star!
The iooasure is 1ive:cy-, and alliteration nakes the verses mu.sioa.l,
as nay be seen by these opening lines:
Up, youths and virgins, up and praise
The god whose nights outshine his deys;
Hymen, whose hallowed rites
Could never boast of brighter lights.

Bu.t there is little of the rapturous strain in "honest Ben''• Witness the fifth stanza of his "Epithalamion f'or the Nuptials of :Mr.
Hierome Weston to ~ Frances Stuart, 1128 which begins so nnsioall3'
a:cd e:nds in a pitifu.l a.nti-ali:max:

Harke; how the bells u:pon the waters pl~
Their sister-tunes from Thames his either side,
As they had learned new ohaDges for the W\V',
Alld all did sing th' api:xr:'oacb.es of the bride.
The laicy' Frances drest
Above the rest
Of all the maidens faire,
In graoefu.11 ornament of garla.Dd, gammas, and ha.ire.
In England's ·Helioon2 ~ there is a typical marriage-ode, oon-

tribu.ted by Ohristo:i;ner Brooke for the edition of 1614.

Personifi-

cation and nwthology p~ their large :part, as witpess these, the .
first of ninety-eight verses:
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Aurora's blush, the ensign of the da.v,
Hath waked the god of light from Ti thon' s bower,
Who on our bride and bridegroom doth displ~
His golden beam, auspicious to this hour.

The refrain of this ode is arranged as a chorus:
Io to Hymen! Paeans sing
To Hymen and ll\Y' Ma.se' s kingl

Two lit~le phrases seem worthy to be cited: "Time goes on
cra.tches1130 and "Birds fledged mu.st needs be flying.n 31
32
In Randol].il's "Epithalamium to Mr.F.H."
we get a more
:personal note, though the conventionalized beginning is still
with us:
Franke, when this :Morna the harbinger of dq
Blushed from her Easterne pillow where she lay•••

ms

approach to his subject has some originality, for he goes on

to say that he mat Venus and Cupid in a field, and, on inquiring
what they were doing,. he was told that they were going to Weston,

To tye pare hearts in purest bond together, 33
atJd

would take messages from him.

With Phineas Fletcher, in "An Hymen at the :Marriage of II\Y'
most dea.-r cousins, Mr.W. and u.n.n 34; we seem to step back to Spenser, and with the shepherds roam the flowery fields;

even the

rhyme.chosen for the refrain evokes a reminisoent mood:
Oh.alms, that with thy yellow-sanded stream
Slid' st softly down where thousand Mo.sea dwell,
Gracing their bowers, but thou more g:rao'd by them;
Heark, Channa, from thy lo~-built gree:ey- cell:
·
Heark how our Kentish woods ·with Hymen ring
While all the Nymphs, and all the shepherds sing,
Hymen, oh Hymen, here thy saffron garment bring.
Do we not almost see Cams in his 11 greeey cell", "his bonnet
sedge inwrought with figures dint'? and does not Fancy show the

17
gentle Cowley walking 'neath t;ti.e trees, and the "uncouth swain'
"warbliDg his Dorio 1~', and Illal\Y' more whose notes have JIBde_

old Cambridge famous?
Two dainty odes are from the irreproachable pen of Sir John

One, to the Marquis of BD.old.ngham and his "faire and
35
vertuous laicyf' . , comprises six stanzas of f'ive lines each, with
Beaumont.

this peculiarity, - that each line in the stanza is longer by two
syllables than the preceding line.

The poem presents a unique

appearance on the printed page, as~ be seen from the following
quotation:
Now when they ioyne their hands
Behold, how fair that lmot appea.res l
O ~ the firnmesse of these nuptiall bands
Resemble that bright line, the measure of the yea.res,
Whioh makes a leagu.e between the poles, and ioynes the hemispheres. 36

The other is in honor of the marriage of King Charles and
Qa.ean 'Niar:,. 37 His delicate allusions nnst have seemed graceful to

the French princess:

The ocean long contended (but in vaine
To pa.rt our shore from France.

Let Neptune shake his mace, and swelling waues aduance;
The former vnion now return.es a.ga.ine,

This isle shall once more kisse the ma.ine·
Joyn'd with; a flow'ry bridge of love, on which the Graces dance. 33
When Frederick, Count Palatine, wedded Elizabeth, daughter of'
Jaims I. in 1613, the poets outdid themselves_ in masques and songs
and odes.

All celebrated the nn.rriage of the Thames and the Rh.in~,

and, as the cerernoey took place on the fourteenth~ of February,

none neglected to invoke st.Valentine. George Wither's long composition of more than five hUlldred lines in ingenious and creditable

to his manliness.

He begins by an apostrolile to the Princess:
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Bright northern star, alld fair Minerva's peer
Sweet lady of this d!W, Great Britain's dear.~ 9
He then recalls and describes the late winter, which had been
exceeding]¥ tempestuous, alld relates how the Jla.se offered him
an ex:plauation of it, seying that a ma.toh had been concluded by

the 'divine powers between the Thames and the Rhine, - both cherished ·by Jove and by·Neptlllle;

that Jove had issued a summons to

the gods to grace the llll.ptials by their presence, and mortals had
mistaken this for thunder.
and the floods.

In like vein, he accounts for the winds·

"Hell's hateful hags" opposed th:e match and

strove to
Wreak their wrath on air, earth, sea, and man,

40

but Jove had stopped their mischief.and. made all beautiful for
the wedding.

The poet ~hen refers to the three masques to be

given on this occasion, and the fire-works, Jove's "comets and
meteors."

He praises the Prince, and adds:
We hope that this will the uniting prove
· Of countries and of nations by your love. 41

With great naivete, he then gives spiritual advice to the Princess,
. she mu.st think on God, remember that she is mortal;

as for the

glories of the Oottr.'t, they are:
Honours which you yourself did never win,
And might, had God been pleased, another's bin;
And think, if shadows have such ~ esty,
What are the glories of eternityJ
He then askS the Princess to listen to the weddillg-so:og Which he
has composed for her:

Valentine, good morrow to thee,
Love and service both I owe thee. 43
We notice the pathetic, personal touch, when the author of
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"Abuses Stript and Whipt" says that he will venture to come with
the other sheJ.iierds to the feasting, thougu he is "in Court now
almost hated. 1144 He brings his :poem to a close with the pretty
lines:
Yea, I desire that a.11 your sorrows rray
Never be more than they have been to-day.
How different is Donne's Epithala.mion45 on the same oocasionl
Mr.Gosse finds a "delicious vivacitsr146 in his hundred and twelve

lines, beginning:
Haile, Bishop Valentine, 'Whose day this is,
All the Aire is thy Diocis,
And all the chirping Choristers,
And other birds are thy Parishioners.

This dainty conceit is pleasing, ba.t all too soon we are foroed to
agree with Mr.Grierson that Donne is "quite himself in his trea.tment of the them of this kind of poem9 u

47

which is another wa;y of

s~ing that he la.ckS tact and taste.
For the na:rriage of the Earl of Somerset and I.ady Frances
Howard, Donne composed an Eclogtte. 48 Here Allo:ph.anes reprehends

Idios for his absence from court. ~dios avows that he

had

fled

because he was unable to express his feelillgs on this great occasion, ba.t in his solitude he has composed a "nuptia.11 song," 'Which
he proceeds to sillg. Mr.Grierson thinkS that "in glow a.nd colour,
49
written suri:asses the Somerset Epi thalamium."
nothing Donne has

This

may

be so, but the glow is too hot and the color too vivid.·

Vlha.t have we here but words, empty words

and

vain exaggerations:

First her eyes·kindle other La.dies eyes,
Then from their bemms their jewels lusters rise,
'
And from their jewels torches do take fire,
50
And all is warmth and light and good desire.
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Of ·his third epitha.la.mium, written 11 0n a Citizen1151 when he was a
student, his youth and the times nnst be the excuse.

lines contain a

imn:

Its satiric

the "Daughters of London" are angels, and

brillg "thousands of Angels· on their ma.riage-daies.n 52
t,

He:nry Vaughan also has left us a marriage-song nTo the best
and most accomplished Couple, n 53 whose memory, vag11e though 1t be~

lives o~ because of the poet's kindly wishes.

These he has ex-

:pressed in six stanzas, each consisting o:f one pentameter line
followed by :five tetraIOOter lines.

These stanzas are followed by

two pentameter lines, the key-stone, as it were, o:fhis arch:
So you to both worlds shall rich presents bri?Jg
And ga.ther'd up to heav'n, leave here a Spring. 54

The inference is that the gentleman was a Mr.Spring.
One of' the last marriage-odes that have oome down to us from
the seventeenth century is Robert Herrick's ttNuptial Ode on Sir
Olipseby Crew

and

his Iady," 55 which Mr.Gosse pronounces "admirably

fanciful and put together with consummate skill.u56 ·sir Clipseby
1s evidently one of Herrick's cronies, for we have a short ode addressed to him, an invitation to a drinking-bout.

This may in part

account for the poet's freedom of speech. The hundred and sixty
lines are vivacious and· nusical, as

'lI2.y

be seen in the following

stanza:
What's that we see from far? the spring of D~
Bloom'd from the East, or faire injewel'd May
Blovme out of April; or some New
Star fill'd with glory to our view,
Reaching at heaven,
To adde a nobler Planet to the seven?
Say, or doe we not desorie
Some Goddesse, in a cloud of Tiffanie
To move or rather the
Emergent Venus from the sea?57
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Here is imagination, indeed, - but earth-boUlld.

However, in this

ode a.re the beautifu.l lines:
A savour like unto a blessed field

When the bedabled Morna
Washes the golden corne.58

The poet, whose versification is alw~s varied and interesting,
has talt:en some curious liberties in this poem, such as separating

the adjective "new• from its noun "sta.r'1 in the above quotation; in
one case, he has even sei:arated the syllables of a word, writing
"slow' at the end of one verse and n ly'' at the beginning of the next.
As often happens in his lines, we get little side-lights on the su-

perstitions of those ~s, superstitions whioh a.re still with us "the lucq four-leaved grass," the sprinkling with wheat (why have
we moderns changed this to rice?) and the yet current belief that
)

Blast is the Bride, on whom the Sun doth shine. 59
We have another epitbalamium by Herrick, that written "To Sir
Thomas Southwell and his La.die11 ;
By

this merits no special mention.

the middle of the century, the theme had been worn threadbare.

The unsightly weeds in this field of poetry had completely choked
the flowers.

May

the field lie fallow until a second Spenser comes

to w.rite noble and ennobling strains on a theme which is sacred to
sane hunanity I
The two poems which .Andrew Marvell composed for the marriage,
November 18, 1657, of Lord Fauoonberg and I.e.dy :Mary Crom.vell, third
daughter of the Lord Proteator, were by him called 11 Songs1• 60 ,alld
rightly.

In the first, Endymion and I.una. converse, whilst a Chorus

encourages the former to :persevere until his wooing is successful, a delicate tribute to the bride.

Then, in a second song, Holbinol,
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Phillis, and Tomlin sing the praises of both bride and groom.
These songs have none of the characteristics of an ode.
We are now able to form an opinion about these epithalamia
and

decide whether or not they should be classed with odes. With

regard to their form, some, we have seen, consist of a succession
of decasyllabic rhyming couplets, not grouped in stanzas, as, for
example, Randolph's and a great pa.rt of Wither 1 s.

Some, like

Fletcher's, are composed of stanzas having five pentameter lines
followed by an Alexandrina.

Others, as Jonson's, have lines of

divers lengths in their stanzaic structure. Hence we conclude that
these marriage-odes cannot be grouped together because of similarity
in form.

The theme of all is practicall;v' the same, and the treat-

ment varies only according to the pure-mindedness of the author.

The

true gentleman has an instinct as to what is fitting, which cannot
be learned in the schools. Hence, in some of these poems, the sentiment· is nobler, more elevated, than in others.

It is to be noted

that Spenser, who originated this kind of poem, did not call his compositions odes. They are.not like any- classic ode, either in structure or content. Hence, it seems reasonable to decide that these
marriage-hymns or songs are in no sense odes, and should not be so
classed, notwithstanding long-standing custom to the contrary. Though
they are addl'esses, though some have an irregu.lar·stanzaic structure,
though there is unity, and, in :n:any oases, variety and elevation in
the treatment, the interest is a very personal one.
. them epithalamia, or nuptial-songs.

The poets called

Let us do the same.
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pH APTER

PO~ CALLED ODES BY THEm

III.

AUTHOBS',~ TO 1625.

As before mentioned, Daniel appears to have been the first

English poet to designate one of his poems an "Ode" , though, ac-

cording to modern standards, the term seems pretentious in this
His little poem, published in 1592, consists of but four

case.

stanzas, with two rhymes to each., and has all the characteristics
of a little love-song, 1n vm.ioh he dies for his "fierce Faire."
The most ab.arming lines in it refer to Echo:
Eacho, Daughter of the Aire ,
bablillg guest of Rocks and hils. 1
As the citation shows, the measure is trochaic, and each line has

eight syllables, the eighth beillg occasiona.11.y represented by a
p::1,use.

The effect is more melodious than stately.

This little

lyric appeared originally in the sonnet-sequence "Delia."
Thirty-one years later, in 1623, there was published a poem
of seventy-seven lines by the same author, which in its .A;nglo-Sax:on
seriousness is worthy
dards of that~.

to be called an ode, according to the stan-

Daniel calls it,"A Description of Beauty,

translated out of Marino."

In the true odic style, it opens with

an apostrophe:
O Beauty (beames, ~ . flame
Of that great lampe of light)
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That shines a mile, with fame,
Bll.t :presently makes night :
In a succession of six-syllable lines, the poet reminds us that
''Beauty is made of CU\V," that "day-closing Hesperus" will behold
it langu.ishing, and askS,, ttWhat then will it avail?''

Michael Dr~on published in 1606 a volume of "collected

poems" containing his Odes.

In the preface he says that some are

lofty as Pindar's, others amorous as Anacreon's, others mixed as
Horace's, but implies that he is followillg his models from afar.
In the edition of 1619 he carefully.revised these,_and added others.

Vie have in all nineteen,· of varyi?Jg interest.

The poet seems to

have taken pride in using different metres and rhyme-schemes;
two are alike in both.

Two, "An Amoret .Anacreontick!'

no

and ''A Skel-

ton1ad", are not separated into stanzas. Most of the others have
l

six-line st~as, though "The Cryer' has one eleven

and one

twelve-

line stanza, and "The Ilea.rt" has three lines with one rhyme to each

stanza. The long ode 0 To Himselfe

and

the Harpe" nnst have required

ma.ch skill in oomposi t ion, for each stanza is composed of but five

lines, with two rhymes.

The rhyme-schemes are even more interest-

.ing, there being twelve absolutely different ones in the nineteen
poems.

The most unusuai is found in "Love's Conquest'' , where the

sixth· line of a· stanza rhymes with the first and third lines of the
:rollowillg stanza.

The effect is peculiar and not pleasing.

Among his nineteen odes, Drayton included his "To the Cambro-

B:ritans and their Harpe, the Ballad of .Agincourt,n which begins:
Faire stood the Wind for France,
When we our S~les aduance,
Nor now.to proue our chance,
Longer will tarry;
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But P11tting to the ~ e ,
At Ka.ux, the Mouth of Sene,
With all his Ma.rtiall Tr~e,
.
!anded King Ha.rey. 2
Tb.is poem is melodious and exhibits a skilful use of :proper nmms;

·it probab'.cy' is, as Mr.Elton SE\VS, "the finest flower of old :patriot
lyrio, 113 but its sing-song measure, as laokillg in stateliness -as the
appellation "Ki?Jg Harr,t' is lacking in dig.nity, Should exclude 1t
from the noble

OOJJI.PS.D.Y

of odes.

In fact, Dr~on•s odes are to

Wordsworth's or Shelley's as a wax candle is to a mercury-arc lamp,

or as is the snall

and odorless yellow cinquefoil beside the peer-

less long-stemmed rose.
port."

His subjects, however, are of "worthy im-

Two selections will show the treatment.

"To the New Yea.re"

opens with the following lines:

Rich Statue double-faced,.
With Marble . Temples graced,
To raise thy God-head hyer,
In flames where Altars shining
Before the Priests diuini.Dg,
Doe od'rous Fumes expire.4
In the ode ''To the Virginian Voyage", we read:
And cheerefully at Sea,

Successe you still intice,
To get the Pearle 311d Gold,
And ours to hold
Virginia
Earth's onely Pa.radise,5

In such lines, sa.ys :Mr.Elton, "Dr~on's ca.dance often has the
true nnsic, as of the harp speeding a vessel that is launched with

colours flying, to win some new continent of odorous- tropic_ fruits
and illimitable gold. 116

Mr.Elton speaks, it nay be, with the in-

dulgence due to the work of a pioneer.

Others probably merit the

reproof which the poet thus expresses in "To Himselfe and the Harpe":
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To those that with despight
Shall terme these numbers slight, .
Tell them their Judgement's blind. 7
More ma.sioal and more state:cy than Draqton•s measures are
two poems composed by William Drrumnond of Hawthornden, and found
1n the oolleot ion called The Flowers of Sion.

"An Hymne of the

Resurreotion" consists of one hundred and forty-five decasyllabic
verses, glowing with faith and love.

Joy breathes in the open-

ing lines:

Rise from those fragrant Climes thee now embrace,
Unto this world of ours, O haste thy Race
Faire Smme.a
All nature rejoices, earth with its trees and hills, its brookS
and flowers, the air, the skies, for

An eternall Sunne hastes to arise. 9

Alliteration and antithesis add to the beauty of the thought in
such lines as
Life out of Death, Light out of Darkness springs, 10
and, sharing the poet's enthusiasm, we repeat the refrain:
11
Haile, holy Victo.r, greatest Victor, haileJ

· Even more thrilling and uplifting, with its rapid sixsyllable lines, with every eighth line a sonorous decasyllabic
verse, is the "Hymn.a of the Asoension."

From the gleamillg

exordium
Bright porta.lles of the Skie,
Emboss'd with sparkling starres,
Doores of Eternitie
With diamantine barres,
Your Arras rich up-hold,
Loose all your bolts and Springs,
Ope wide your Leaves of gold;
That in your Roofes rmy come the King of kings,12
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we follow the Saviour above the moon and sun, beyond the milky
way a:nd the spheres, until He comes ttin the most holie Plaoe.n 13

The htmdred and fourteen lines of t1?,is poem are all in the same
noble and uplift iDg strain.

When l>ra.nmK:>nd was but ten years old (1595) , another poet
with spiritual insight, Blessed Robert Southwell,S.J. 14 laid down
his life for his faith at Tyburn, at the age of thirty-four.

His

"Bu.rnillg Babe", a poem of sixteen lines, loved .and known by heart
by Ben Jonson, seems, in spite of Horaoe.'s example, almost too

short to be called an ode, although its, theme is lofty, its treatment sublimely iimginative, and its lines full of DVStic meaning.
More easily understood and of more nearly universal appeal is his
"fimas Go by

Turns", of which the following lines with their strik-

ing antitheses will give an idea:
1fB\I' win, that by mischance was lost;
The net that holds no great, takes little fish;
In some things, all; in a.11 things, none are crossed;
Few, all they need; bu.t none have all they wish:
Unmeddled joys here to no man befall;
Who lea.st, hath some; who most, ha.th never a.11. 15

o ch.a.nee

We should like to linger over his poems, so

JIBey"

ot which, like

the Roman poet's, breathe a cal.m optimism, but mist be content with
three oha.raoteristio quotations:

11 ~

mind to me an empire is" from

"Content and Riohnl6 and these two verses from "Loss in Del~s":
Single sands have little weig:g.t,
~ ma.ka a drowning freight.17
The third citation,from "Soorn not the Least", is typical of the
Elizabethan love of l'lature :
We trample grass ~ prize the flowers of ~ ;
Yet grass is green, when flowers do fade a.w8'V.1a
The J;)Oet did not use the term ode in connect ion w:i th these poems,
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though their good sense

and

urbanity have a flavor of Horace.

are mentioned here simply by

of comparison with other poems, en-

way

titled odes, - such,· tor example,
more evident the vagu.eness

and

They

as

Dra.yton's - in order to

make

indecision that seem to have existed

in the first quarter of the seventeenth century with regard to the

application of the term ode.
Some time before 1618, Joshuah Sylvester composed his 11 0de to
Astraea. 11 1.9 This is not an ode at all, but a rather long love-poem
of sixteen eight-line stanzas in tetrar.ooter couplets, in which the
poet details, with lJl9JlY classical allusions, those things which are
1!Q.t the reasons for his love, as eyes, hair, skin.

that he loves her for her soul,

and

He says at last

adds:

mild pleasing courtesie
Makes the triumph over me.20

Thy

Two poems, for a long time attributed to John Donne, were entitled odes by their authors.

The first is foUlld in Francis Davi-

son's Poetical Rhapsody, published in 1602. :Mr.Grierson argues from
a Hawthornden ma.nu.script and from the style and sentiment that John
Hoskins is the author. 21 The poem, of four stanzas, ea.oh com.prising six verses, is a love-:poem in a rather elevated style.

The

first line, "Absence, hear thou nu protestation," deceives us if it
makes us think that the whole poem is au address to a personified
Absence, for, before the end of the first stanza, the poet is communing with himself.

The fourth stanza, here quoted, will show

its content that the poem is not a true ode.
absence this good means I gain,
That. I oa.n catch her
Where none can wa.toh her,
In some close corner of nr, brain;

By

by
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And

There I embrace and kiss her
so I both enjoy and miss her.22

The other "Ode", attributed often to Donne, is by the best

ma.nu.scripts assigned to Lord Herbert of Cherbury.
tled 11 0de: Of our Sense of Sinne.'1
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It is enti-

In four stanzas of five lines

each the poet tells us that we do not notice our faults, and feel
them only in their punishment.

The only apparent reason for call-

ing this composition an ode is the variety in the leDgths of the
lines.

Its labored and obscure diction is best exemplified by a

quotation:
Bu.t we lmow ourselves least; mere outward shews
Our mind.es so store
That our soules, no more than our eyes disclose
But forme and colour. Onely he who kn.owes
Himselfe, knowes more.24
Apparently no other so-oal~ed odes were written during the
first quarter of the seventeenth century.

We have seen that, early

in the century, the term ode was loosely applied to songs and light
lyrics.

Moreover, the poets were not consistent in their use of

the word, since, of two poems by Daniel, only the one less wort~
of the

naIIe

is by him called an ode.

We have seen also that poems

more worthy of this title by their lofty theme and treatment are by
their authors called hyrmis or songs, as, for example, Drummond's
"Hymn.a of the Ascension."

Dr~on, in his P.ref'ace, showed that the

idea of the ode was in his mind connected with the idea of a special
stanzaio form or treatment, as taught by Pindar and Horace.

This is

the sole advance in the restriction of the term ode of 'Which evidence
has been found 1n the first twenty-five years of the seventeenth cen-

tury. Dr~on, however, did not imitate Pil:ldar. His odes are more
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Horatiau in style and form, without, however, exhibiting Horace's
polished grace of diction.
It is tra.e that seven of Pindar's odes are written in simple
stanzas. These Ronsard had imitated in France, and, in 1550, he
had pa.blished these imitations, together with fourteen odes on

what is now called the Pindaric model, that is, with strophe, anti-

stropb.e, and epode.

The English either imitated Horace or adopted

rr1e systema strophique simple, qui permet de chanter tous las
strophes sur le

meme

air."~ In this class belong Dr~on's odes.

It remained for Ben Jonson to take the next step in the development of the tru.e !deal of an ode, as we shall see in the following
chapter.
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_QHAPTE:R

IV.

·.FROM JONSON TO COWIEY.

The prolif'ia and all-capable Ben Jonson is credited with producing the first tra.e Pindaric ode written in the English language.
This is entitled "To the immortal memory and frie?Jdship of that

noble pair, Sir Iuaius Cary and Sir H.M.orison," 1 and was occasioned
by the

death of the latter a.bout 1629. This ode merits serious

stuccy-, as an exemplification not only of' Pindar's ode-stru.cture,
but also of his style a.?Jd spirit.

The different movements received

from Jonson E~lish names, which strikingly recall the movements
made by

the Greek choruses to the right and to the left, and. then

the union, of the two groups of singers and dancers.
the strophe the "turn";
epode is the "stand".

the antistropb.e is the

similar in constra.ction;

other movements.

counterturn!'; the

These three parts form a "triad" • There are

four triads in Jonson's ode.

like the turn;

11

Jonson calls

As in Pindar, the triads are exactly

moreover, the oounterturn is constl"ll.oted

all the epodes are the ·Sama, and differ from the
Consequently the ttturn" which begins the third

triad will clearly ahow the verse-form and the rey1Il8-soheme of' all
the turns and counterturns in the poem.

This "turn" is well-

known, f'or it is sometimes given 1n anthologies as a separate poem:
It is not growing like a tree
In bulk, doth make IIBn better be;
Or standing long an oak, three hundred year,
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To fall a log at last, dry, bald, and sere;

A lily of a

dau

Is ·fairer far in··May',
Although it fall and die that night,
It was the plant and flower of light.
In small proportions we just beauties see;
And in short measures, life nay- perfect be. 2
We see that the ten lines are rhymed in coo.plats;.

there are two

tetrameter verses followed by two pentameter ~erses;

then, ·1n

order, two tr1meter, two tetrameter, two pentameter.
The epode or stand contains twelve lines, with ·the rhymescheme: ab a·b o ode e d f f .•

The variation i;t:1 line-length,

from dimeter to p·entameter, is best shown by a citation.

This ·is

the "stand" of the first triad:
For what is life, if measured by the space,
Not by the act?
Or masked ma.n, if valued by his face
Above his fact?
Here's one outlived his peers,
.And told forth fourscore years;
He vexed time, aud busied the whole state,
Troubled both foes and friends,
But ever to no ends:
What:did t.his·.:,sti;rrer:!bilt die late?
How well at twenty had he fallen or stood1 .
For three of his fourscore he did no good. 3
Jo:119on has imitated Pindar by mingling imch moralizing, the
force of' which is brought home by examples, a.s that of ·the useless
life recorded above.

In fact, he goes to the heart of' the natter

at once by the opening anecdote, from which he draws the lesson
that the wise would never wish to enter this world "Could they but
life's miseries foresee."

4

'

In the midst of the second triad, he

nakes his application, "14orison fell young!" btl.t ttall offices
\

were done", and he draws the beautiful conclusion we have .·lately
.

quoted: "In short measures life~ perfect be."

5
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Then the poet oalls upon Inoius to rejoice, for his friend is enjoying the "bright et erna.l ~,"

Whilst that in heav'n, this light on earth mst shine. 6

He ~s a beautifu.l tribute to their friendship, based on "simple love of greatness and of good," and havillg such foroe of
example that

••••• they that saw
The good~ and durst not practise it, were glad
That suoh a law
Was left yet to rranldnd,
Where they might read and find.
Friendship in deed wa.s written, not 1n words. 7
Here is a serious and dignified treatment of a noble theme;
there is nuch of Pindar's spirit, though the flight is less lofty.
This is the only ode Jonson composed in this nmmer, and there is
nothing similar in English literature until the appearance of
Co:ngreve's Odes in the eighteenth century.
Soma thirty years before this tra.e Pilld.ario, Jonson wrote a
poem which he named "Ode to James, Earle of Desrnond. 118 It consists of f'ive stanzas, ea.oh containing thirteen lines.
i?Jg.

The open-

strains arouse great expectations, which, as sometimes happens

with this poet's minor compositions, are doomed to be disappointed
by a

very tame endiDg.

Listen to this exordium:

Where art thou, Genius? I should use
Thy present aide: arise, Invention,
Wake, and pu.t on the wiDgs of Pindar's mu.se,
To toVl.re with lIW' intention
High as his mind, that doth advanoe
Her upright head above the reaoh of chance,
Or the times' envie:
Cynthius, I a:pplie
~ bolder numbers to thy golden lyre:
O then inspire
Thy priest in this strange rapture; heate nw braille
With Delphick f'ire,
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. That I may siDg nw thoughts in some unvu.1gar straine.

9

The :poet then advises the earl not to think himself untortmiate
when af~lioted, for it is
••••• glad innocence
Where only a ma.n's birth is his offenoe,lO
and concludes his advice by urging his ttbest-best lov'd" to stand
11
.

As farre from all revolt as you are now from fortune,
·

since "Gold that is perfect will outlive the fire."

12

Another of our author's early pieces, in six stanzas of ten
lines eaah, was addressed "To Sir Willi~ Sidney [ nephew of Sir
Philip Sidney] on his Birth~.n13 The third sta.riza.·, here quoted,
illustrates the form and crystallizes the advice which Jonson
deeIISd fitting on this ooca.sion:
This~ says, then, the number of glad years
Are justly summ'd that make you ma.n:
. Your vaw
Ma.st now
Strive all right ways it can
T' outstrip your peers:
Since he doth la.ck
Of going back
Little, whose will
14
Doth urge him to ran wrong or to stand still.
We notice in_ this ode, mch more than in the former, the curious

interweaving of rhymes which is so characteristic of Herrick.

It

is a good example of the irrega.lar stanza vi.b.ich, developed by
Cowley, became the hall-mark of an English ode.
.

Yet another friend, a "High-spirited''
Jonson in the form of an ode

11

15

one, received from

soma wholesome physick for the mind."

Iater, when on the nineteenth of January, 1629, his comedy The New

!Im was "most negligently played
and

by

some of the King's servants,

more squeamishly beheld and oen&Ured by others, the King's
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subjeats, 11 16 the poet soothed his feelings and assuaged his dis-

.

appointment by addressillg two odes "To Himself•"

17

In one he calls

upon himself to leave the stage
Where pride and impudence, in faction knit,
Usurp the place of witflB
He JIJ11St not waste himself "on such as have no taste";
11

19

:f'or them

sweepings do as well. 1120 He advises himself to
Talm the Alcaic lute,
Or thine own Horace, or .Ana.oreon
Warm thee by Pindar's fire,

2! lyre;

and sing "the glories of thy king. 1122 Evidently, there was satis-

faction in the thought that people would

~

that, in measures

equal to his,

In sound of peace or wars
No harp e'er hit the stars. 23
The sentiments expressed in the second ode are similar;
24
"sing high and aloof."

he mst

Not alone in these irreg11lar lines did the Ml.lee of Jonson
sing.

The odes of Horace served as models for several of his

short poems, suoh as "Praises of a Oountrie Life" , 25 "To Vemu11 , 26
"T~ Iqdia", 27 both as to form and su.bstanoe. Jonson has regulated
the lellgth of his lines aooording to his Ia.tin model and used
rhyliss as links, ba.t, because of' their lack of dignity or grandeur,

it is doubttu.l if these Ellglish verses can rightly be called odes.
His "E:pode", 28 a discourse of a hundred and sixteen· lines in successive pentameters and trimeters, on what constitutes tru.e virtue
ga.ided by reason, contains figures such as this description of
tru.e love:
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It is a golden cha.ine let do'Wll from Heaven
Whose ·linkes are bright and even.29
~his is, however, in no sense an apostrophe, and, as a philosophic
discourse, should be co'tlllted an epistle rather than an ode.
Tha.t Jonson was wide~-read in English, as well as in French
and

Iatin literature, is shown in a. short poem of thirty-six lines

in rhymed octosyllabic couplets, which he entitled simply "An Ode." 30
He seems to be addressing himself and, after naming the women made
famous by some poet'~ pen, from Homer's Helen to Constable's Diana,
he asks:

"Shall not I nu Celia br1ng?n 31 Though the substanoe of

this poem reminds us of Horace, it lacks emotional content.
When in 1630 the Queen, Henrietta Maria.,

was

twenty~two years

old, Jonson wrote nAn Ode or Song, by all the Muses, in celebration
of her Majesty's Birthdau•" 32 It is composed of nine stanzas, eaeh
Muse being supposed to sing one.

Its lilting measure is here il-

lustrated by the lines put into Clio's mouth:
Up, public joy, remember
This sixteenth of November
Some brave llll.common ~ ;
And though the parish steeple
Be silent to the people,
Ring thou it holy-day.
One other poem was entitled an ode by Jonson. This is "To the
Right Honourable Hierome, Lord Weston, an Ode Gratulatorie, for his
Returne from his Emba.ssie, 1632."

The five stanzas, of six 11nes

each, :f'orm a simple lyric, somewhat in Horace's line o:f' thought,
without emotion.

Jonson shows in his odes that the idea of what constitutes
such a poem was crystallizing. His odes are all apostrophes,
generally, ·to an individual;

they are not love-songs, bu.t contain
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reflections or advice of a more universal application.

They do not

show mch feeling, -for Jonson was of a practical, dominating disposition, the head governing the heart.

Only one of his odes is

written according to the rules which governed Pilldar;

the others

are written in regu.lar stanzas such as Horace used, or in regular
stanzas of ·irregular lines.

Thus Jonson carried farther the ideas

of Dr~on, restricted in a greater measure the theme and its treatment, associated the name ode with irregular verses, and emphasized

the idea of the apostrophe.

He thus had a great in:fluenoe on the

odes produced by his followers.
Religion held a great place in the thoughts of these early
writers and, sooner or later, all gave proofs that theirs wa.s'a
"living faith.n
.

Jonson is no exception. Among his short J.srics

one, entitled "To Heaven''

33

, is touahillg in its simplicity, and in

the delicacy of' sentiment in the nan, who does not complain of
his griefs
••••• lest it be thought the breath
Of' discontent; or that these pr~ers be
For weariness of life, not love of Thee. 34
This poem is an apostrophe, with noble theme and true feeling;
but its form, thirteen pentameter couplets, is little like that
of an ode.
and

It is not long enough to exhibit sustained dignity,

laok:S variety in its unity.

In the same line of thought is Wither•s beautiful little
poem "The Marygold,1135- thirty lines in iambic pentameter -, a
meditation or, as he s~s, "a serious ~sing. 11

He notes how the

plant depellds on the sun,
Still belldil:lg tow 1 rds him her sIIBll slender stalk•••

38
And haw she veils her flowers when he is gone

As if she soorned to be looked on
By an inferior eye; or did oontenm.
To wait upon a meaner light than him. 36

Quickly, in the true contemplative spirit, he turns heavenward:
Btlt

o nu

GodZ

though grovelling I appear·

Upon the ground, and. have a rooting here
Which pu.lls me downward, yet 1n· II\'f desire

To that which is above me I a.spire;

.And all JXU best affections I profess

_To Him that is the Sun of Righteousness. 37
Wither ~id not call his poem an ode, in which he was perhaps
right, for the remrkS ma.de on Jonson's "To Heaven" apply equally well to this little gem.

A contemporary, Sir John Beaumont, attempted even a loftier
flight in his "Ode of the Blessed Trinitie. 038 In the form of
his stanza he seems to express how, by meditation, the grandeur
of his theme increases, for, beginning each of his twelve stanzas by four six-syllable lines, he concludes with one of ten syllables followed by one of twelve syllables. After a Short theological explanation of the Trinity, the poet s~s that to treat
suoh heavenly thillgs the Mllse mst "praise with humble silence,"
Alld what is more than this, to still deuotion leaue.
Sir John Beaumont, as well as Jonson,
•

·

knew his

Horace.

lowi:ng quotation from his rendering of Horaoe,III.29,
serve to illustrate his smooth

and

40
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The folwill

polished versification:

He, master of himselfe, in mirth 7:!ay' live
Who saith, "I rest well pleas'd with former ~es,
Let God from Heav'n to-morrow five
Black clouds, or SUlll'\Y ra.yes.4
The mention of Sir John reminds us of his brother Francis,
the dramatist,

and

of the poem entitled "Lines on the Tombs 1n
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Westminster Abbey, 11 42 which, shortened by more than half, was
long attributed to him.

The forty-eight lines are in ootosyllabic

couplets. A certain irregu.larity in the position of' the accents
and the

occasional shortening of a line by dropping one syllable

adds to the weirdness of the effect.

Who does not mow "Mortality,

behold and fear'' f Who has not shivered at the thought of the "royal
bones" and weighed the lesson conveyed in the tremendous lines:

Here are sands, ignoble things,
.
Dropt from the ruin'd sides of kingsz 43
Theme and treatment· render this poem worthy to be classed among
the early English odes, on the Horatian model.

Its author is

unknown. 44

Written in irregular line-lellgths like Jonson's "Ode to
James, Earle of Desmond.11 , is that of his "son'', Thomas Randol];il,
45
"To Jdaster Anthocy Stafford", in seven. twelve-line stanzas. In

substance it is
try.

a reym8d

epistle inviting his friend to the coun-

The point of view, the urbanity, remind us of Horace, but

in other respects this poem can hardly be called an ode.

More

interesting is Randolph's "Answern46 to Ben's ode "To Himself,tt

in six stanzas, constructed on the same model as Ben's. He says
that Ben's withdrawal from the stage will make people think they
he should disdain them. The "New Inn'' is for
47
.
"gu.ests of a nobler strain."
Do not, s~s this loyal friend to

."frighted" him;

Ben, let them
Shake the Muse which way they please.

48

The sixteen-line poem 'Whioh Ralldolpb. called II A Pastoral Ode, n 49
is really a little love-song,
The form of stanza 'Which Te~son so well exelliplified in
"In Memoriam' is found alreaccy- well developed 1n lord Herbert of

40

Oherbu.ry's "Ode upon a question moved, Whether Love should oon-

tilitl.e for ever.n

50

The poem is mainly a question developed by

Ce lend.a, and answered at considerable length by Me leander, in the
a.ffirmtive, of course.

Two stanzas will give an idea of its

melody alld of its platitudes:

The well accorded Birds did sing
Their hymn.a unto the pleasant time,
Alld in a sweet consorted Chime
Did walcom in the chearftll SJ;U'i:ng.
To which soft whistles of the Wind,
And warblillg marnnrs of a brook,

And Va"ried notes of leaveB that shook,
An ha.rmol18' of parts did bind. 1

Mr.G.O.Uoore-Smith is "inclined to claim that in poetic feeling
52
and art Edwa?'d Herbert soars above his brother George."
That
Jn9.Y be;

but certainly' that versifier is not polished who n:nst

overwork the auxiliary "did'' in order to fill up his measure.

Thirteen yea.rs yoUllger than Lord Herbert was Sir Henry
Wotton, two of whose poems,

11

To His Mistress, the Queen of Bohe-

mia,"53 and "The Character of a Happy Life, 1164 are too well-lmown
to need comment.
style;

The former is in a most delicate, complimentary

the latter is Horatian in its sim_plic1ty and Christian in

its sentiments •. They a.re not, however, odes, though they have
more odic quality in theme and treatment than thepoem last discussed.

They are mentioned here as evidence of the fact that

poets, on the whole, at this time gave no clear and definite mea.nillg' to the term _ode.

Less well known than these short lyrics is
·
.
55
Sir Henry's "Ode to the King at his Returning from Scotland,"
interestiDg because 1t was attribtl.ted for a long time to Ben Jon-

son and inserted by Mr.Gifford amo:ng Ben's "Works".

It consists

41

of twenty-two l~es arranged in four stanzas, with two supplementary lines. A quotation will show the style and the rhyme-scheme:
To this let all good hearts resound,
While diadems invest his head;
~ng ~ he live, whose life doth bound
More than his laws, and better lead
By high example than by dread.I 56

"Upon the Ocoas1on of His Majesty's Proclarmtion in the Year
1630, Comnanding the Gentry to reside upon their estates in the

Country,rr57 Sir Richard Fa.n.sha.we, whom :Mr.Massingham calls "the
fine gentleman of the nnse ," who "can command at times not only
,

,

poetic courtesy but also poetic taste,"

58

composed a pleasing and

patriotic ode of forty-eight lines, glorifying England and praising the country-side.

The lake Poets have a kindred spirit in

the author of these picturesque lines:
The lily queen, the royal rose,
The gilliflowar, prince of the wood;
The courtier tulip(~ in clothes)
The regal bud;

The violet, pa.rple senator,
How they do mock the pomp of state
And all that at the surly door
Of great ones wa.itl 59
Dr.Johnson would have applauded this sentirmntJ

The poet addres~-

es the "Ladies", but shows no emotion, nor concentrated thought.

Robert Herrick, the greatest of the "sons of Ben," designated
five of his poems "odes''.

The short one to Sir Clipseby Crew has

alre~ been mentioned. Even shorter is the one to Ben Jonson,
entitled simply "An· Ode for Him."

60

That "To Master ])J.dymion Por-

ter u.pon his Brother's Death'' 61 contains but twenty-eight lines,
of varying length, grouped in four stanzas, with three rhymes
each.

There is in it little of the ordinary elegiac strain.

Its
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pathos nay- be judged from the following lines:
Alas for ma!

that I have lost .
E'en all almost;
Sunk is nv sight; set is nw Sun;
And all the loome of lif'e undone;
The staf'fe, the Elma, the prop, the shelt'ring wall
Whereon nu Vine did crawle,
·
Now, now blow.ne downe; needs mu.st the old stock fall. 62
In connection with this ode, it is interesting to note that when
the Puritans deprived Herrick of' his "living" at Dean Prior, he
was for several years supported 1n London by the generosity of
~ o n Porter.

The three odes, constructed in lines of varied

length, are addresses to frie?lds in Horace's familiar vein, and

it is probably for this reason that Herr1ck called them "odes".
His two other odes are on sacred subjects;

one, a "Psalm to God",

the other an ~' Ode on the Birth of our Saviour". 64 To read them is
to agree with Mr.Edmond Gosse, who pronounces Herrick's sacred
poetry weak and ra~her callous. 65 They · present no evidence of
piety or tru.e devotion.

In the latter, even the measure is

flippant:

In numbers, and but these few,
I sing Thy Birth, Oh J esul
Thou pretty Babie, born here,
With superabulldant scorn here,
Who for Thy Princely Port here
Hadst for Thy place ·
Of Birth, a base
Out-stable for Thy Court here. 66
The impression, increased by the fourfold repetition of the word
"here", is that of a ditty, not of an ode~

How differently Milton

alld. Va.u&}lan have treated this theme!

Another of Herrick's poems, the dainty and truly poetical
67
.
"Oorinna's ~illg'',
is sometimes called an ode, unwisely, it

63
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seems, for though the treatment is vivacious, and the lines
steeped in imagination, the theme laoks in loftiness and the emotion
in this beautifal lyric is too :PE3rsonal. Herrick's nnse flits
from flower to flower in the :cyr1c meadow, but never with the
eagles seekS the heights.
In 1638 Sir WilliamD 1Avenant pu.blished Ma.daga.soa.r with

Other Poems;

three of these he entitled odes. All three are

friendly addresses, all three have varied measures in each stanza;
in no other way do they resemble odes.
D~, 1630," has four stanzas.

"To the Ki:ng on New Yea.res

"To Endimion Porter, passing to

Court to him by water'' has three stanzas of twelve lines ea.oh. "In
Remembrance of Master -William Shakespeare.
line stanzas.

Oden 68

haS three six-

The last has a certain interest, since it is said

to have been written in the year of Shakespeare's d~ath, when

D1Avenant was ba.t ten years old.

If it were not revised before

being pt1blished, it shows great skill in versification and considerable imgination in so youthful a composer.

He imagines .~he

trees and flowers along the Avon as lamentillg the great poet, and

even the river itself as dwindling away through grief. Here is
the last stanza:

·•

The pitious river wept itself awa;y
long since (ala.al) to such a swift deo~,
That reach the nap, and look
If you a river there oan spie;
Alld for a river your mook'd eye
Will finde a shallow brooke. 69

Five yea.rs after the :pt1blioation of' D' Avena.nt' s poens, Alexalld.er Brome wrote "An Ode, 11

70

.

reproachillg in veiled la:nguage the

disturbers of the peace of the kingdom.

The irregular lines of

the stanza and the dignified treatment form its sole claim to the
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name

11

ode", as~ be seen from the following stanza, the fourth

of six:
The world's undone,
When stars oppose the Sun,
And make him cha:nge his constant course to rest;
His foaming steeds,
Flyi11g those daring deeds,
I' th' stables of the north or west
When··we 'f'!a3' fear he' 11 never more return,
To ligb.t and warm us with his rays, but ·all to barnJ 71
John Hall lived but twenty-nine years, from 1627 to 1656, too

short a time for· the complete development of a youth f'llll of promise.
Before he was twenty-one years old, he had pa.blished two volumes of
poems, tour of 'Which he entitled odes. The following remark on his
work by Mr.Saintsbary is suggestive:

"Gold dust only, 1n small

haDdiula, or even pinches? Perhaps;

bu.t B.Q.!q

dust • 11
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Three of

his odes are miSllaJrSd, according to present-day standards.

"An

Epicurean Ode" 73 is an address to Romira, implying that she is of
more than mortal birth.

are prauers;

Two others, eaoh simply called "An Ode",

one of fifty-four lines askS a part in God's kingdom:

Thy kingdom is
More than ten thousand worlds, eaoh heart
A province is;
Keep residence in mine, 'tis part
Of those huge realms; I'll be 74
Thy slave, and by this means gain liberty.

This is ma.sioal and deeply religious in tone, but not remrkable
in versification.

The other pr~er, in five stanzas of eight

lines each, calls for God's assistance:

Thou 'Who a.lone
Canst give assistance, send me aid
Else shall I in those depths be laid
luld quickly thrown
Whereof I a.m afraid:
Thou who canst stop the sea
In her mad rage, stop me,
IBst from nu self ley" own self ra.in be. 75
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.~11' s fourth ode shows the influence of Ben Jonson, as it is

written 1n exactly the same stanzaic form m.ich Ralldolph used
in his "Ode to Master .Anthoey Stafford,'' - twelve verses varyillg
in length from two to six aocents. I~ is entitled, "To his Tu.76
and, treating as it does of the ·
tor, Master Pawson. An Ode"

stu~ of geogra~, history, and astrononu, and the mind's
. search for truth, it is quite a renm'kable production for an
undergraduate.

Th~ tutor to whom these lines were addressed

mst have been deeply gratified:
Come, come away,
me from these shades to purer ~ .
Sllatoh
And
Though Nature lie
Reserv'd, she cannot •scape thy piercing eye.
I'll in her bosom stand,
Led by thy cmming hand,
.Alld plainly see
Her treasury;
Though all nw light be but a glimpse of' thine,
Yet with that light I will o'erlook
Her hardly open'd book,
Which to aread is easy, to understand div1ne. 77
.Another aDd better-Jmow.D. Caroline lyrist, Riahard Lovelace,
1n 1645 pa.blished "Poems", five of' which he called odes, and two

epodes.

Of these seven poems five, which f!8Y' be described as

dignified love-poems, concern Iuoasta;

~

one is addressed "To II\Y'

H. 1178 The stra.cture of these six poems is. very simple.

of them, "To lI\V

~

Two

H." and "Calling Incasta from her Retirement,"

79

are a series of stanzas each comprising three r ~ lines. · Three .
others are in couplets, while one reym8s partly ·1n couplets, with
The seventh of the

alternate reym8s in the middle of the stanza.
poems is entitled "The Grasshopper.
Cotton. Ode.11

80

To nu noble friend, Mr.Charles
·

.

It contains a little moralizing in Horace's style,
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and has mere~ that claim to be entitled an ode.

Its structure

is simple, altel'llating pentameter and tetrameter lines with alternate rhymes.

The poet begins:

Oh thou, that swing'st upon the waving eare
Of' some well-filled oaten beard,
Drank ev•ry night with a delicious teare
81
Dropt thee fromHea.v'n, where now th' art rear'dl
The consideration of the grasshopper's fate at the coming of

winter bids him and his friend to create
A genuine summer in each other's breast. 82

Dllrillg winter they will read Greek together.

Thus richer then untempted ld.ngs are we,
That aski:og nothing, nothing need;
Though lord of all what seas imbraoe, yet he
That wants himselfe, is poore indeed. 83

Fourteen years later two more so-called odes are found in a
new edition of Lovelace's poems.

The stanzaio form in them is

somewhat more elaborate than in the poems first pa.blished.

''Love

Inthron'd. Ode"84 has au eight-line stanza, the lines varyi:cg from
three t~ five aooents, while the four stanzas of "0de" 85 comprise
each ten lines, rhymi:ng in couplets, with two to five accents in
the verses.

This seems to indicate that Lovelace's idea of an

ode, which term he uses so loosely, was at last becoming restricted

to a poem having variety in the verse-form, bu.t that the question
of theme or treatment did not occur to him.
And yet models had not been wauti11gl

Two of the most remark-

able odes in the language had alread¥ been published, one on the

Horatian model, the other exemplify111g the grandeur of' treatment
which !)haracterized Pindar;

but Iovelace's work is proof of' the

little influence exercised at that time by the :poetry of' Milton

4"/

and of' Marvell, whose workS we shall now consider.
On Oltristma.s morning, 1629, John Milton, then 1n his twentyfirst year, began one of the most exquisite odes in the English
J.angaage.

The associations of' the day enkindled his soul and in-

spired him with strains of un~111g beauty.
"On the Morning of Christ's Nativity,"
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He called his work

a:nd that he considered

it au ode is evident from his own words in the Introduction:
See how from far, upon the eastern road,
~e star-led wizards haste with odours sw8~t:
O, run, prevent them w1th thy humble ode.
The introduction comprises four stanzas, each composed of' six
pentameter lines, followed by anAlexa.ndrine.

In Pinda.ric style,

the poet at once states his theme:
This is the month, and this the happy morn,
and invites his Ma.se to greet the Lord, to welcome Him with a

~.

This

~

contains twenty-seven eight-line stanzas in a

stately and melodious measure.

In each stanza, two rhymed tri-

meter lines are followed by a pentameter line; the movement is
repeated, the second ~ntameter line rhyming with the first;
then a tetrameter line is followed by a hexameter, rhyming with
it.

The variation in the length of' the lines· prevents roonotony,

as well as all tendency to sing-song.
Milton has treated his theme with Pindario splendor and
elaboration.

The Bible and the Classics supply illustrations.

The "Sons of Morning' , the

II

sable-stoled sorcerers" , the "yellow- .

_skirted f~s", all, in one way or another, acknowledge the presence of their Lord.

In His honor, Heaven sends
.
The helmed Ohera.biin
And sworded Sera:phim••• 88 while
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Heaven's youngest-teemed star
Hath fixed her polish'd oar,
·
H~r sleepillg Lord with hand-maid la.mp attendi:ng. 89
Mr.Browne tells us that Landor considered stanzas 4-7 of
the

Hymn

"incom,pa.rab~ the noblest piece of J.yri·c poetry in an::,

modern langa.age11 that he knew, ba.t that he thoagb.t the rest
"marred here and there by the ba.bbles and fetid mid of the
Italian," to the influence of which literature he "attributed
~

·
90
of the redundancies and exaggerations
of Milton's verse."

The stanzas indicated by Landor are, indeed, strikingly'·beauti-

ful.

How nnsica.l are the lines:
But peaceful was the night
Wherein the Prince of Light
His reign of peace upon the earth began:
The winds with wonder Whist,
Smoothly the waters ldst
Whispering new joys to the mild oc6an Who now hath quite forgot to rave,
While birds of oalm sit brooding on the charmed wave. 91

It is tru.e, too, that a critical eye may find a blemish or· two,
as in the conceit,

••• when the sun in bed
Ourtain'd with cloudy red
Pillows his chin u:pon an orient wave, 92

but we doubt that the blame should be la.id upon the Italians;
Donne was still living! And we. could not si:are a single detail
that adds to the solemnity, neither "the Nymphs in twilight
shade of tmJgled thickets,"
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nor even the old Dragon who "swinges

the scaly horror of' his folded tail."

94

It is hard to believe that, in the tempestuous years of his
later lif'e, Milton lost faith in the divinity of the "Son of'
Heaven's Eternal Killg," to whose feet his youthful :Mase had

brought ·so transoendant an offering.
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At least two editors

95

have grouped seven shorter poems of

Milton with "On the Morn!Ilg of Christ's Nativity', and called them
all odes.

The fact that ,all of these, except "On the Death of a
96

Fair Infautn,

were first pa.blished together, in 1645,

something to do with this.
and "On the Death of the
and

rDaQ

have

Two of these, the exception mentioned

Marchioness of Winchestert' 97 , are elegies,

the ten-line "So:ag on~ Morning'198 is by its title placed

among simple lyrics.

It is doubtful, moreover, if Milton himself,

with his lofty ideals, would have considered the tour others sufficiently long and elaborate to

be

called odes.

The eight stanzas of "Th~ Passio1t199 are formed on the model

of the Introduction in the Nativity ode, of which they vividly
remind us.

Milton probably intended this poem, which he left un-

finished, as a conqxmion-piece to that ode, since in the very
first stanza he recalls his former poem thus:
Erewhile ·of nusic ••••••••••••••••

joyous news of Heavenly Infant's bii88
Muse with Allgels did divide to. sing.

And
~

The poet transports himself to Calvary, and oalls upon night to
hide his grief. He strives for comparisons, with such conceits as:
The leaves should all be black whereon I write,
lOL
letters, where 1I\V tears have wash'd, _a waun.1sh white.

.Am1.

~e general effect is so artificial that we are glad he did not

complete the poem according to his first intention.

Many

years

later, 1n 11 Para.dise Lost", he treated the theme 1n a worthy manner.
11
The.Ciroumcision!' 102 is short - two irregular stanzas of.fourteen lines each, with a. very pretty rhyme-soheme:
e d f g g f.

a . .b c b a d c e

~e subject is treated with truly classical restraint;·

the address is to
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Ye flaming Powers,

aud winged

Warriors bright,

who are invited to mourn, - and to rejoice, - because of
Just law, indeed, but·more exoeedi11g ,love. 103
The twenty-two irregular lines "On Time" 104 have somewhat the
appearance of a short ode, but as Milton, to judge from the early
editions, composed it for a clocm-face/ it need not detain usa That
· ·
.
105
same yee:r, 1630, at Cambridge, the poet wrote 11 At a Solemn Music.n
The poem is addressed to the
Sphere-born harmonious Sisters, Verse and Voice.

106

Most of the twentyi:-eight lines are pentameter verses, though in
some there is an irritating roughness, as:
Wed your divine sounds, and mixt power employ,
Dead things with inbreathed sense able to pierce. l07
One line, the eighth, contains six syllables;

the fifteenth and

sixteenth lines have each seven syllables, with four accents;
'Wh.ile the last line has twelve syllables.

This poem has been

highly praised, though it seems a labored composition which adds
nothing to the poet's glory.

Intra.th, the consideration of these

minor poems of Milton leads to the conclusion that he wrote but
!

one true ode. Though in each of these poems of Milton other than
the Nativity ode, there is diversity in the line-le?Jgths, though
the theme is lofty and the treatment elevated, there. is a laok of
that amplitude and va.-riety which is expected in even an irregular
ode.
Milton's assistant in his duties as Iatin Secretary to the
Commonwealth was another poet, .And.rmv Marvell. ·He is especially

remembered for one ode, n.An:Horat1an Ode upon Crom.vell's Return

51

·
108
from Ireland."
Its one hundred am. twenty -lines rhyme in
couplets, two tetrameter lines being followed by two trimeter·
lines.

Its style resembles that of Horace when praising Auga.s-

tus - it is spirited, clear-cut, concise.

It was probably writ-

. ten in 1650, when Oron&ell left Ireland to taka part in a campaign. against Scotland.

We note the author's sympathy with Killg
Oha:rles, who "nothi.Dg common did nor mean,•, 109 and his realization that Cromwell m.1.st contimle to wield the sword, tor
The same arts that did gain

A pow'r nnst it maintain.110

This, Marvell's unique ode, is the greatest of' its kind in the
seventeenth century.

In fact, so tar is it from his usual style

that his authorship has been questioned, tor, as already noted,
no other poem wi-itten by him has the qualities of an ode.

As we cast a backWard glance before bri11ging this chapter to
a close, we perceive the greater definiteness attained in the odic
idea since the begiillliDg of' the century._ Jonson has written a
model Pindaric ode, perfect as to form.. Milton has exemplified
the style of' Pindar and impressed us with the loftiness of his
. thene.

liarve 11 has produced an ode w:t th something of Horace's

form, style, and diction.

Doubtless the difference between the

Greek and Roman models has been one of the causes of confusion in
the differentiation of the English ode from other ldnds of lyric
verse, for Horace's themes are often slight and cormnonplace;

he

treats of wine-casks and foun~ains as well as of heroes, while his
manner is often slightly cynical, almost flippant, notwithstanding
the ma.sic of his verse.

No poems on slight themes and slight in

treatment now being produced are called.odes in English, even
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· though they may bear a close resemblance to Horace's work.
Jonson's example of dignified theme, noble treatment, a:nd
varied stanzaio structure, at last prevailed, not precisely
because of Jonson's influence, but because his idea was developed and popu.larized, as well as modified, by an author
whom we have yet to consider, - Abraham Cowley.
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C HA P

!I!

ER V•

~HE RELIGIOUS POETS •

_l3efore beginnillg the study of Cowley's inf'luenoe, it 1s well
to give a brief' consideration to the work of a group of poets who
made a special contriba.tion to English literature, the so-called

"religious poets," and to inquire what place they Bh9Uld have in
the study of the seventeenth century ode.

A carefo.l exaro:lna.tion

of their writings reveals only one poem so designated by its author,
Ora.shaw's "Ode which was Pra.efixed to a little Pra_ver-book given

to a you:ng Gentle-woman."

Let us, however, exa.mine their work by

the same standards used with the other poets of the seventeenth
century.

Let us see if aey- of their :poems might be classed among

odes. We shall probably find that some of their hymns falf'il all
the conditions that mka them worthy' of' mention here.
Two of these poets led almost contemporaneous lives, George
Herbert and Francis Quarles.

Both were born in 1592;

and they

died within four years of ea.oh other, the former in 1648, the latter four years earlier.
there are no raptures.
examination.

Herbert's devotion is very calm;

in it

His poems are nnsiDgs or pieces of self-

Two of them are in the form of an a:postro:pb.e. "Peace"

1

begins so ab.armiDg:cy, that, on first coming upon it, one is inclined
to rejoice as at the fillding of a treasure:
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Sweet Peace, where dost thou dwell, I humbly crave,
'
Let me once know.
I sought thee in a secret cave,
And ask'd it Peace were there.
A hollow wind did seem to answer, No:
Go seek elsewhere.

Bu.t the poem soon degenerates into far-fetched conceits. The other,
entitled "Discipline" 2 , consists of eight four-line stanzas, showing
neither great feeli~ nor imagination.

The first and the last will

illustrate the style.
Throw away Thy rod,
Throw away Thy wrath;
0 llV God,
Taks the gentle path! ••••
Throw away Tey, rod:
Though man frailties ha.th,
Thou art God;
Throw awq Thy wrath.

Very different is Quarles. Mr.E.W.Gosse pronounces him "without distinction and without cha.rm, 113 and says that his poetry is
11

'

prose run mad in couplets."

4

These strictures can hardly, in

fairness, apply to all of the so-called Emblemes.
5
1;han 11 0n the Na.tivity1 ?

What is daintier

Oon¥l, come, nw blessed Infant, and immure thee
Within the Temple of llW' sacred arms ••• 6
Pardon, sweet Ba.be, what I have done amisse,
.And seal that granted pardon with a kisse. 7
Alld is there not ima.ginat ion in the lines :

The :purple violet and the pale-fag'd lilly,
The pa.nay and the organ colombine?

Just one more Embleme
World, thou Iy 1 st!"

9

II11St

be mentioned, the well-lmown "False

That it is a bold a:postro:phe cannot be denied,

but is it elevated enough to be called an ode? The first stanza

will suffice to show the lack of imagination, the rhythmic prose of
mu.ch of Quarles's work:
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Fair world, thou ly'st: Thou canst not lend
The least delight.
Thy favours cannot gain a Friend,
They are so slight:
· Thy morning pleasures mke an end
To please at night:
Poore are the wants that thou supply'st,
And yet thou vaunt' st, and yet thou vy' st
With heav'n: Fond earth, thou boast•st, false world, thou ly'st.
Herbert's poems are ma.ch batter known than Quarles' s, doubt-

less through the po:p11larity given him by Izaac Walton's Life of
George Herbert.

They are, however, mu.ch colder.

Mr.Gosse, who

cannot be accused of partiality for Quarles, admits that "his fer-

vour, though it takes sa.ch a wearisome form, is genuine. 1110Herbert
could not have written suoh verses as the following: ·
E'en like two li~tle bank-dividing brooks
That wash the ·pebbles with their wanton streams,
And ha.ving ra.ng'd and searoh'd a thousand nook:S,
Meet both at leIJgth in silver-breasted Thames,
Where in a greater current they co~iyn,
So I II\Y best-beloved's am; so he is mine.
Wha.t heat in these lines, when, speaking of moDSrchs, he s~s:

Their wealth is but a counter to ll\V' coin:
The world's but theirs; but nu beloved's mine. 12
WilliamHabingt on and Dr.Joseph BeaWIX)nt will not delay us
lmig.

Mr.Cha.lmers s~s of the former that "his poems are distin-

gnished from those of most of his contemporaries by.delicacy of
sentiment, tenderness, and a natural strain of pathetic reflection.1113 His beautiful "liox nooti indicat scientiam' 14 is wellknown, and

~

be consid.ered an ode if we assume that the poet is

addressiDg himself.

The thought of death and of eternity pervades

all his religious poems with a striking sameness; as in the psalmparaphrase entitled, "Pauoitatem dierwn meorwn nuncia mihi. 11
Tell me, O great All-lmoWing Gop.l
What period
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Hast Thou unto 11\1 ~s assign' d.
Like soma old lea.flesse tree, shall I
Wither e.w,q, or violently
Fall by the axe, by lightnillg, or the wind?15

- a pre-ocQUpation easily explained in a man whose father had spent
six years 1n the Tower, under suspicion of complicity in Babillgton's
plot to release l!ary Queen of Scots, and who, with his family had
remained true to the old religion of the realm.

According to mod-

ern standards 9 his poems are more fitti:ngly called hymns or lyrics

than odes.
This is true also of Dr.Joseph. Beaumont's minor poems.

lines and stanzas are often irrega.lar.

The

In only one case does he

use an apostrophe, - in a poem composed of nine eight-line stanzas,
16
called "Content'' •
Divine Content!
O could the world resent
How mu.ch of Bliss doth lye
Wrap'd up in thy
Delicious name; and at
How low a Rate

Thou mightst be bought; no Trade would driven be
To purchase 8Jl'3' Wealth, but only Theel
This is little more than cut-up prose;

"vers libresn minus all

i~tion.
Thomas Traherne, "re-discovered in the twentieth century,"

17

is highly praised by the editor of his VlorkS, Mr.Dobell, who,
speak:lllg of the religious poets, sa.ys: n1tone of them has the
vitality, the sustained enthusiasm, the power imparted by intense
colXV'iction, which we find in our author."

18

The writer of this es-

say

has sougil.t in vain for these qualities.

8?ld

optimistic, but he plays upon but one string.

The poet is oheerfa.l

has written is little more than versified prose.

:Ma.ch of what he

Judged solely by
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the irregularity of the lines, - from two to five accents - by the
greatness of the thens, am by its philosophical treatment,
Spirit" might be classed aJOOng the odes.

11 ~

The poet is talld.IJg to

himself, and Sl\V'S that his Spirit
••• simple like the Deity
In its own centre is a sphere
19
Not shut up here, but everywhere.
Other pulosophioal and didactic :passages are interestil:Jg, merel3'
as fore-shadowings of later poets;
appeal.

they have no poetic or aesthetic

A quotation from "Thoug~ts I. 11 , which is composed of seven

stanzas, each containillg twelve lines varying in length from_ two to
. five aooents, will exemplify the poet's style and justify the opinions expressed.

Ye brisk, divine, and living things,
Ye great example.rs,· and ye heavenly Springs,
Which I within me see:
Ye ma.chines great
.Which in JXW' spirit God did seat,
20
Ye engines of felicity •••• etc.
Mach.1nes and engines are without poetic connotation, in spite of
Milton's example and the depth of meaning - or amb1ga.1ty - of his
11

two-handed engi_lle • 11
The other two religious poets, Henry Vaughan and Richal'd

.Orashaw, are to ea.oh other a.a light is to flame;

one appeals more

to the intellect, the other a.wakens the emotions. Vaughan, "with a
21
fine sense of natural beauty,"
is a "lineal progenitor of Words· worth."

22

This ·1s seen 1n "The Bird" , the first twenty-two lines

of which constitute a dainty odelet:
For each enclosed spirit is a star
In11ghting his own little sphere,
Whose light' though fetched and borrowed
Both mornings makes and evenillgs there.

tre afar'
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Unfortunately, Vaughan has committed the fault, common with him,
of a weak ending, by adding ten inferior lines.

A very lofty and

imaginative poem, where again the first lines are the best, is en-

titled ttThe World'' .24

It begins by the well-known line "I saw

Eternity the other night."

"The Rainbowt'25, "Night"26, "The Re-

treatn27, all these have some claim to the ·appellation 11 ode 11

,

as

does the thirty-line poem called ttChrist's Nativity"28, of which

the first two stanzas are:
Awake, glad heartJ get up, and si~,
It is the Birth-day of tl~ '"Kiilg;·
AwakeJ

a:wa.kel

·

The sun doth shake
Light from his locks, and all the way
Breathing Perfumes, doth spice the day~

Awake, awake1 ·heark, how the wood rings,
Winds whisper, and the busie springs

.l Oonoert make;
Awake, a.wa.keJ
. Man is their high-priest, and should rise
To offer up the saori£ioe.

Richard Crashaw has been declared by Mr. Oourthope "one of the
most remarkable poets of the reign

of Charles I.,,29, while another

eminent scholar and critic, 1'1r.Gosse, says:

"He rises, at his best,

to a mounting fervour whioh is quite eleotrioal, and hardly rivalled
in its kind before or since. 11 30 His "Ode to Saint Teresa" and "The
Fla.ming Heart" are too. well kn.own to readers of anthologies to need

more than mention here.

They have all the qualities of odes, as has

also the poem which the author called "A Hymn to the Name above
l!.very Na.me.n3l

This long po~m of two hundred and thirty-nine lines,

mostly deoa.syllabic, bu.t with a. generous interweavi:og of four and

of six-syllable lines, is not divided into stanzas.
upon his Soul t·o "awake and si:ng'1 , but finds her

The poet calls

~9
~ •••• poor

of noble powers

And :full of nothing else but empty me.3

2

So the Soul calls upon all Nature and all Art to help her;
Heavens too, and all the 11 war"oling Seraphim,"

the

Then follows the

fervent appeal:
Come, lovely NameJ Appear from forth the bright
Regions of peaoeful light;
Look from Thine Own illustrious home,
Fair King of Names, and oome.33
There a r e ~ lines filled with enthusiasm and imagination, as

o,

see the weary lids of
(Love's eastern windows)
·with curtains
To oatoh the daybreak of

wakeful Hope,
all wide ope
drawn
Thy dawn, 34 ••• and these:

How inany thousand mercies there
In Pity's soft lap lie a-sleepingJ 35
The poet speaks of the joy of those who suffer persecution for
·that Name 's sake, and ends with the Day of Judgment,
· When stubborn rooks shall bow,

And hills hang low their heaven-slanting heads

To seek for humble beds
Of dust, where in the bashful shades of Night,
Next to their ovlll low Nothing, they may lie,
And oouoh before the dazzling light of Thy dread majesty.
They that by Love's mild dictate now ·
·
Will not adore Thee,
Shall then, with great confusion, bow
And break before Thee J 36 ·

Maey, if not all, of Crashaw's poems are characterized by
imagination and passion.

Still, as has already been said, of his

religious poems, only one was called by him an ode.

It is written

in his oustoma.ry style, without stanzaio division, and oonsists of
a hundred and twenty-four vers~s of varying lengths;
soheme also is irregular.
theme at the outset:

the rhyme-

Like Pindar, he b~ldly indicates his
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here a little volume, but great Book •••• 37
is an armory of light,
-_;. .
Let constant use but keep it· bright.38

Lo

it

I

~he middle· of the poem is. taken up with r.efleotions, and contains
lml.oh

spiritual counsel:

If when·he come

t1Ie find the Heart from home,

·Doubtless he will unload
Himself some other wh.ere,
And pour a.broad .
His pretious sweets
~n the fair soul whom first he meets.39
Ora.shaw concludes with the rewards of fidelity:
Ha.p.:r;u proo~J she shal discover

'
V/ha.t joy, what blisse
How ?Da.IJ¥ Heav'ns at once it is
To have her God become her Lover.40

O~asha.w wrote on patriotio as well as on religious themes.
11

0n the King's Ooronatio:n!'4lana. "On the Birth of' the Prinoess

Eliza.beth11 42 are 1~ the s~e rioh and mt1.sical style.
from

"To

A few lines

the Queen.- a Panegyric1t1 43 will suffice to support this

statement •.

~ritain1

the mighty Ocean's lovely Bridal

Now stretch thyself, fair Isle, and grow; spread wide

Thy'ibosome, and make roome. Thou art opprest
With thine own glories, and art strangely blast
Beyond thy selfl •••••
Thou by thy self maist sit, blest Isle, and see
How thy great mother Nature dotes on thee.
~Thee therefore from the rest apart she hurl'd
And seem'd to make an Isle, but ma.de a World.44

We are now able to form a judgment, and to answer the.question
as to whet4er or.not these religious writers have enriched our
literature with odes.

We need not hesitate over the poems of Dr.

Beaumont, whioh are almost simple prose.

The other poets show

variety in the stanza.io forms of their poems, and diversity in the
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1ine-lengths.

Crawshaw did not separate most of his poems into

stanzas, but this can easily de 'lione.

We have seen that nney of

these religious poems are not apostrophes.
noble, but the treatment varies greatly.
and Habington ar .lacking in grandeur:

Their theme is always
The poems of Quarles.

those of Vaughan in emo-

tional appeal, although some of these, as, for example. "The

\Vorld,n possess other characteristios of the ode.

Herbert's work

!Ilraherne's have a. personal rather than a universal appeal: they

al1d

do not evoke a mood in the reader, and, consequently, charm him
only when his mood is that of the poet.
Crash.aw alone seems to have dealt with his themes in

a;

grand,

elaborate, highly emotional strain, with mu.ah variety in his unity,
and a richness of poetical imagery whioh a.rouses thought"'and feel-

i:ng, while the mu.sic of his phrases satisfies the desire for beauty.
Hence his poems, both patriotic and religious, might justly be
called irregular odes.

However, he himself has not so :nainEd his

patriotic poems, probably because they are written in :pentameter
aouplets, while he has preferred to call his religious poems hymns.
~Efunique poem which he has called an ode shows us that his idea
I

of an ode was lofty: the ode should be long, varied, ornate in
style, ~n address.

But he seems to have. considered the ode as of

lower lyri~ rank than the hymn, sdnoe he reserved the ap~alation
"ode'' for a. stately :poem prefixed to a. pra.yer-book,~.and invariably
gave the title 11 hymn" to what he certainly considered greater and
nobler themes, - his addresses to the inhabitants of Heaven.
shall not make this distinotion.
Flaming Heart", and

many

"The

Hymn

We

to Saint Teresa", "The

of the poems in.his Carmen Deo Nostro

rightly be classed among.the irregular odes.

may
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CHAPTER VI

COWLEY AND Tlm PIED.ARIO ODES.

Abraham Cowley· (1618-1667) was so preoocious a boy that his
'

first volume of poems, published when he was fifteen years old,
contained a narrative poem, 1'Pyramus and Thisbe ," written when he
was ten.

A

second edition, three years later, included six poems

therei~ called "odes11 , and .a sev:enth entitled 11A Vote" 1 , which
Cowley, in his ·essay "On Myse~f"' refers to as an ode.2 These first

odes of Cowley are not the Pindarios which have JIBde his name an
important one in literary history.

They are rather imitations of

Horace, with regular stanzas and simple rhyme-schemes, and are
marked by a great simplicity.

For example, ''A Vote" con.sists of

eleven stanzas, each comprising eight lines of from three to five
aooents, with rp.yme-soheme a ab cc b d d.

The poet votes that

he will not be a Puritan preacher, a school-master, a justioe of
the peace, or courtier, or lawyer, or usurer.

He begs to be freed

from "singing-men, 8.1ld "court-ma.dam's beauty'. .He does not want
too mu.ch poetry or astrononv.
This only grant me, that nu means may lie ..
Too low for envy, for contempt too high
Some honour I would have,
Not from great deeds, but good alone.3

In 1656 Cowley pu.blished a folio volume of his poems.

In the
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first section are the two beautiful ~ributes of his affection to
his deceased friends:

"On the Death of Mr. William Hervey"4, and

''On the Death of Mr. Orashaw•S, together with three poems which he
has entitled odes.

These are:

In Imitation of Horace's Ode.

"Ode. Of Wit."6, "0de11 7, and "Ode.
Lib.I. od.5. 11 8 This la.st-mentioned

ode is composed of five stanzas of six lines each, and begins, "To
whom now Pyrrha art thou Id.rid ?11

Neither this poem nor the one en-

ti t led simply "Ode" deserves that appellation, for neither theme
nor treatment is lofty.

The "Ode" is surprising from the pen of'

the noble-minded and gentle Cowley.

He advises his friend Dick to

console his disappointment in a rather unmanly way, and shows little
esteem for womankind.

These are the opening lines:

Here's to thee, Dick; this whining Love despise;
Pledge me, '!!13' Friend, and drink till thou be 1 st wise.
It sparkles brighter far than she:
'Tis pure and right without deceit;
And suoh no woimn ere will be:
No; they are all sophisticate.
The poet compensates for these inanities in the "Ode. Of' Wit",
which Dr.Johnson declares ''is almost without a riva.1.n9 In the days

of Elizabeth the word wit denoted the intellectual faculty; later,
this was identified with the imagination, especially in its fanciful
development, as exhibited by the so-called metaphysical poets.

In

nine stanzas of eight lines eaoh the poet tries to answer the following demand:

Tell me, 0 tell, what ldnd of thing is wit.
The second stanza will illustrate his treatment of this theme:
· London that vents of false ware so mu.oh store,
In no ware deceives us more.
For men led by the colour and the shape,
Like Zeuxis' birds fly to the painted grape;

Some things· do through. our judgement pass
As through a mu.ltiplyill€""glass;
And sometimes, if the object ·be too far, .
We take a falling meteor for a star.
T:,P.e :poem contains ma.ey quotable lines.
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The foilowing show how

Cowley merits the eulogium of Mr.Gosse, who says: ''The moral purity
of Cowley's muse in so licentious a. time must not pass without
praise .••••• Cowley seldom forgot to write as a gentlemen.1110
Much less can that have arry plaoe
At which a virgin hides her face;.
Such dross the fire mu.st purge away; 'tis just
The author blush, there where the reader Illtl.st.ll
!fuese early odes, to quote Mr.Gosse again, "breathe a great pride
in the art of poesy, great desire for and confidence of fame, and
a scholastic turn of mind.n 12

In the third section of the folio Cowley presented his "Pinda.riok Odes", preceded by a. "Pref'a.oe'', which is of considerable
.interest and importance.

He says:

If a man should undertake to translate Pindar word for
word, it would be thought that one ~ ~ had translated
another••• our Ears are strangers to the Musick of his Numbers •
... I have in these two Odes of Pindar [seqond. Olympie Ode
taken, ·left out, and added what I please;
and l{ema.ean .Q.g§_
nor 'rna.ke it so llltlch rrw aim to let the Reader know precisely
what he spoke, as what was his ~ and manner of speaking;
which has not be·en yet (that I know of) introduced into English, tho~h it be the noblest and highest ldnd of writing
in Verse.13

J

In the ttPreface" to the folio, Cowley had already prepared his
readers for this experiment:

0

As for the Pindarick Odes, I am in

g,reat doubt whether they will be understood by most Readers ••••
The digressions are many and sud~en, and sometimes long, aocording
to the fashion of all l.wriques, of Pindar above all men living••••
The lhmbers a.re various and irregular." 14

+t

has generally been supposed that Cowley did not understand
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the struotlll'e of Pindar's odes.

Mr. Gosse says that "he produoed,

by an error in oritioism, a whole class of poetry which flourished more or less vigorously almost until our own times.nl5 We ·
callllot be sure of this.

Cowley was a Greek and Latin scholar.

He

wrote a Latin poem on plants in six books which, with other pieoes,
wa's published in 1678, more than ten years after his death, under
the title Poema.ta Latina.;

and, from his long residence in the

Universities of Cambridge and Oxford, we rray infer that he had seen
the edition of Pindar published by Erasnus Schmid and Nicolas
Lesueur in 1616, with extensive comnantaries and Latin translations
of the Odes.

It seems reasonable, therefore, to interpret Cowley's

words literally and to assume that, as he says, he aimed only at
showing Pindar's manner.

To form an idea as to his suooess in ac-

complishing this purpose, let us now consider these odes, which
are fifteen in number.

The fir~t, a very free translation of the seoond Olympian.
Ode, comprises eleven stanzas, varying in number of lines from
thirteen to twenty-two.

two havellineteen.
line-lengths;

Two have seventeen lines, two have eighteen,

In the stanzas there is no oorrespondenoe in

for example, in the first stanza, eleven of the lines

have four aooents, five of them have five aooents, one line bas six
and another has seven.

This is true of no other stanza.

out the poem the lines rhyme mostly in couplets.

Through-

It is plain that

there is·here no imitation of Pindar's ode-structure.

As for his

manner, since the substance of the poem is translated from the Greek
poet, we nay, on acoount of its :paraphrases, oall it diluted Pindar.
This judgment ap~lies also to the Nemaean Ode.
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T.he third ode, "The Praises of'"'Pindar" ,is an imitation of
the seoond ode in Horaoe's fourth book.

..

It comprises four stan-

zas, two of twelve lines each, one of eleven lines, another of

fifteen.

Here we nay per~eive the "grand stylett whioh Cowley

wished to imitate, in such expressions as "Pindar's unnavigable
,:·

...

song1 .l6 He says that whether the Theban praises gods or heroes,
Eaoh embroidered line
Which their triumphant brows around
By his sacred hand is bound,
Does all their starry diadems outshine;l7
and when he praises one vm.o is dead,

Among the stars he sticks his name,
The grave can but the dross of him devour,
LSo small is death's, so great the poet's power.18

This is great pr~ise, but the style is labored.
his :name" be more elegant than

II

Would not "writes

sticks his name''?

To be brief, all of these fifteen odes except one are written·
in a loose, irregular stanza, from the two shortest, "Life"l9 and
"Life and Fa.men20,having each three stanzas, to the longest, "The
Plagu.es of Egypttt2l with its nineteen stanzas, varying in length
from thirteen to thirty-one lines, and in line-length from two to
seven accents.

The exception to the general irregularity is "The

Extasie 1122 , which has eleven eight-line stanzas with uniform structure, and rhyme-scheme ab~. a o odd .The first two lines have
five accents, the next two have three, then· oome two lines with
four accents, followed by one line with three and one line with six.·
In perusing these odes, the justness of ~r.Johnson's remark
that nthe power of Cowley is not so mp.ch to move the affections as
to exercise the understanding''23 is evident.

There are tnal\Y allu- •

sions and learned--referenoes, ma.ey proofs that Cowley deserved his
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repa.tation for scholarship;

but they are uninteresting reading,

versified prose too often.

Here, to illustrate this statement, is

an extract taken almost at random - for there are many similar passages - from one of the "Odes" which has been the most praised,
ttTo Mr.Hobbes". 24
The fields which answer'd well the ancients' plough,
Spent and outworn return no harvest now,
In barren age, vr.lld and inglorious lie, .
And boast of :past fertility,.
The poor relief of present poverty
Food and fruit we now mo.st want
Unless new lands vre plant.
We break up tombs with sacrilegious hands;
Old rubbish we remove;
To walk in ruins, like vain ghosts, we love,
And with fond divining wands
We search among the dead
For treasures buried,
Whilst still the liberal earth dost hold
So ma.1\1 virgin mines of undiscovered gold~25
Here and there a thought is finely expressed, as, for example,
the concluding lines of the poem:
To things immortal time can do no wro21g;

And that which never is to die, for ever mu.st be young.

Or these lines from "Brutus" 26
••• alas, our sight's so ill
That thi:cgs which swiftest move seem to stand st111.27
Oooasiona.lly a beautiful or innginative thought rewards our
search, as these lines in "Brutusn:
And 'tis no wonder so

:·.1:r with dejected eye

In standing :pools we seek the slcy-,
That stars so high above should seem to us below. 28

The following imaginative verses are from 11 The Musen.29
Where never fish did fly

And with short silver wings out the low liquid sky;

Where bird with painted oar did ne'er
Row through the traokle~s ocean of the air;
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Where never yet did pry
The bu.sy Morning's curious eye;
The wheels of thy bold aoaoh pass quick and free,
And all's an;open road to thee.30
Sometimes Cowley degenerates,· and his verses are absolutely
commonplace, as in 11 To Dr.Scarborougb.11 31, when he discusses
dropsy, ague, and other ills.
are unquotable.

Some of the lines of this poem

In nTha Resurrectionn3 2 he very aptly, though

not very poetically, describes his Pindaric Pegasus:
'Tis an unruly and a hard-mouth'd horse,
Fierce and unbroken yet,
Impatient of the spur or bit;
Now prances stately and anon flies o'er the place;
Disdains the servile law of an:, settled pa.ae,
Conscious and proud of his own mtural forae ;·
'Twill no unskilful touoh endure,
But fli11gs writer and reader too, tha.t sits not surez 33
These lines exempli£y one of Cowley's faults, common to most.of
the metapbysioal poets, that is, the elaboration and development
of a comparison to the limits of endurance.
Cowley at times is grandiose and brilliant, but there are
deep valleys between his heights.

He did, however, show that

Pindar•s manner was elaborate, illuminated by'allusion and comparison.

Through him the idea of the ode was restricted to a

worthy theme treated in no trivial manner;
mere love-song has been eall~d an ode.

since his time, no

Stanzas of,varying line-

lengths had long been used by poets, such as Jonson, Herrick,
and Crashaw.

Cowley extended this idea to variety in the stanzas

of the same poem, eaoh stanza developing one thought or one illustration, at greater or less length aaoording to oiroumstanoes.
This seems, on the whole, an unfortUl'.19.te innovation, for this
liberty of digression, this freedom from constraining bonds, led,
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~s Mr.Gosse says, to na whole current of loud-mouthed lyric invo- ·
cation ·not yet silent after more than two centuries." 34 However,
to Cowley is probably due the freedom of structure and admitted
irregularity in.the modern English ode.

Mr.Courthope says: "No

Ellglish poet ever possessed in a higher degree the power of bring-

ing a grand abstract idea before the mind in a concrete form, by
means of rioh and splendid ima.gery. 11 35 If the words "No ••• poet"
were changed to ." Few poets'', this statement could not be gainsaid,
Cowley's Pindaric odes are important, not as poetry but as signposts or turning-points in literary history, through their influence on other writers of odes and their popularizing of what we
now call "pseudo-pindarios'', and especially through the restriction
of the idea of the ode, and its differentiation as to structure,
theme, and treatment from other lyrical forms.
In the fourth section.of his folio edition, Cowley included
ten poems "written on several oooasions," vJhich he oalled odes,
and "The Complaint" 35, which Dr.Johnson puts in this class.37 All

are in irregular stanzas, except ••on the Queen's Repairing Somerset
House", which is in pentameter couplets.

"Ode. Sitting and Drink-

ing in the.Chair, made out of the Reliques of Sir.Franois Drake 1 s
Ship11 38, in four stanzas, is interesti:ng for its imaginative oontent.

The poet, seated in the chair, sails the oceans with Drake.

He says:

The straits of time too narrow are for thee,
Lanoh forth into an undiscovered sea,
And steer.the endless course of vast Eternitie;
Take for thy Sail this Verse,and for thy Pilot Mee.39

Another interesting poem of this group is entitled, "Ode. Mr.Cowley's Book presenting it self to the University Library of Oxfordn40,
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Where thousand Lights into one brightness spread:
Hail living University of the DeadJ 41
:S:is ode "To the Royal Sooiety"42,whio..li he helped to found, praises
their efforts to free Philosophy from the trammels of' Authority,
with rather fulsome adulation.

This spirit is oarried beyond all

bounds in his ode "On the Dea.th of :Mrs.Katherine Philips."43 He had
already praised her in "On Orinda's Poems. Ode."44 One stanza of'
this poem will show both the extraordinary impression produced on
her contemporaries by this woman of letters and Cowley's hyparbolioal treatment of his theme.
~ou dost 'IIW' wonder, wouldst nu envy raise
If to be prais'd I lov'd more than to praise
Where·e're I see an eioellenoe,
I must admire to see thy well knit sense,
ilby numbers gentle, and tby}Fa.noies high,
Those as thy forehead smooth,.these sparkling as thine eye.
'Tis solid, and 'tis manly all,
Or rather, 'tis angelioal,
For as in Angels, we
Do in thy Verses see
Both improv'd Sexes eminently meet,
They are than Man more strong, and more than Woman sweet.45
Cowley was a lovable personality, a loyal and devoted friend.

By his contemporaries he was esteemed the greatest living English
:poet.

This opinion is surprising, for Herriok and Milton, though

older than he, both survived him for seven years.

llr.Saintsbury ·

explains this phenom~non, saying: ncowley represented all the tastes
of a time of transition and overlapping; and he could please all
while none was particularly dominant."46 His odes are not true
pindarics,.but they developed interest in this style of poem and
led to further study and more correct .exemplification of it.
Through his influenoe the id~a of an ode was restricted to a poem
dealing with a worthy theme in a learned and lofty manner, with

IJ]U.oh

elaboration; and to a form admitti:ng full liberty as to

length of line and stanza, and the ooourrenoe of rhyme.
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This

liberty proved, as Mr.Gosse puts it, "a great snare to all persons of a pompous and bombastic habit,n47 and :produced nnoh
"prose of a rhetorical kind, carefully out into :patterns and
tipped at the edges _with rbyme. 11 48 However, as before mentioned,
English letters owe a debt of gratitude to Cowley for the impetus
he gave to the lofty treatment of lo.fty themes, - that is, to the
embellishment of verse by metaphor and other forms of elaboratio~
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0 HAP TE R VII.

.

FROM COWLEY TO DRYDEN•

puring Cowley's lifetime he was admired, not imitated;

but

before the close of the century almost every rpymster tried his
at a Pindaric ode.

hand

"Freed from the restraints of stanza and

oquplet - and not paying mu.oh attention to sense - the poet could
ramble . on as long as he chose, and come to an end of his ramble
when he chose likewise. 11 1 When Shadwell became poet-laureate in
1688, he ado_pted this form for the eulogi~tic and complimentary
verses imposed on him by his official position, and thus established a oustom, and tUIWritten law, which was abrogated by Southey in
1816.

In the meantime, about a hundred

and twenty royal odes were

produced, which only a spirit of research could induce anyone to
read nowadays.
Among the earlies~ imitators of Cowley was Bishop Sprat, who

was the poet's. first biographer. 2 Ha it is who wrote, in speaking
of Cowley's Pindario odes:

"But that for which I think this in-

equality of number is chiefly to be preferr'd is its ne~ affinity
with Prose."3 That the Bishop attained his ideal, and that his
admiration of Cowley was exoessive, may be seen from the following
quotations, chosen from his poem entitled: "Upon the poems of the
English Ovid, Anacreon, Pindar, and Virgil, Abraham Cowley, in·

i}llitation of his own Pindario Odes.n 4 Needless to say, the
stanzas are very long and irregular, the whole poem oomprisi11g
two hundred and seventy-one verses.
Let all the meaner rout of books stand by,
The common people 0£ our liirrary;
Let them make way for Cowley's leaves to oome,
And be hUllg' up within this saored room:
Let no prophane hands break the ohain,
Or give them unwish 1 d liberty aga.in.5
Were books still ohained in libraries at the olose ·of the seventeenth oentury? Or is this ~n exaggerated way of saying that
Cowley's works were priceless? Here is more hy.perbole:
Thy high Pindarios soar
So high, where never any wing till now could get:
And yet thy wit
Doth seem so great, as those that do fly lower.
Thou stand 1 st on Pindar's back
And therefore thou a higher flight dost take.
Only thou art the eagle, he the wren,
Thou hast brought him from the dust,
And made him live again.6

More than onoe our poet beoomes ridioulous: note this conceit:
You are the first bird of Paradise with feet7,
and this comparison between Cowley and Prometheus:

Along he brought the sparkling ooal
From some celestial chimney stole.a
Another friend of Cowley's, Mrs.Katheri ne Philips, better
known as the ":Matchless Orinda", in her verses "Upon Mr.Abraham
Cowley's Retirement. Ode."9, praised him for withdrawing from
court and seeking a-quiet, studious life.
oonqueri:ng the world,

and

She speaks of him as

oonoludes with these eulogistic lines:

For lo,the man whom all mankind a.dmir'd
(By ev'ry Grace· adorn'd, and ev'ry Muse inspir 1 d)
Is now triumphantl y retir'd.
The mighty uowley this hath done,
And over thee a Parthian conquest won,

Which future ages shall adore,

And which in this subdues thee more

T)lan either Greek or Roman ever oould before. lo

Another
voluminous writer of odes is Charles Cotton: regular
I
odes - simple songs ?n love or wine in the style of Horace - ,odes
of irregu.lar stanzaio structure, and odes whioh he labels pindario.
These a.re lawless at times, but contain

many

eight-syllable lines

so printed as to have an irregular appearance.

Dr.Johnson says:

"His Pindarios will probably not be thought unworthy of a. comparison with Cowley.

His verses are often equally harmonious, while

his thoughts are less encumbered with.ampli:f'ioation.n 11 The following quotation is from ''Death, a. Pindario Ode.nl2 All the lines
have four accents, yet the poem is printed so as to produce an
impression of irregularity.

At a melancholy season,
As alone I lllll.sing sat,
I fell, I know not how, to reason.
With nwself of ma.n's estate,
How subject unto death and fate:
Nam.es that mo·rtals so affright,
As turns the brightest day to night,
And spoils of living the delight,
With.which so soon as life is tasted,
Lest we should too happy be,
Even in our infancy,
Our joys a.re quash'd, our hopes are blasted;
For the first thing that we hear
(Us'd to still us when we cry)
The nurse to keep the child in feat,
Discreetly tells it, it mu.st die, etc.13
There is little of interest in Cotton's odes, exoept,.perhaps
this opinion, expressed in "Pind.aric Ode. Melancholy'', of his
··-

contemporary, Oliver Cromwell:
Nor any plaoe but Hell oan hold so great a devil,14
The well-lOl.own author of ttHudibra~', Samu.el Butler, wrote
three poems mi.oh.he called "Pindario Odes", one "Upon an Hypo-
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ori tioal Nonoonformist'' l5, one "Upon Modern Critics" , and the
third 11 To the happy Memory of the Most Renowned Du-V~l. 11 17 This
:personage seems to have been a highwayman who was eventually
hanged.

Butler says that he
Taught the wild Arabs ••••
••• how to hang in a more graceful fashion
Than e'er was known before to the dull English na.tion. 18

These verses show that Butler carried his satiric vein into his
odes.

He seems, indeed, to have oalled them odes under a misap-

prehension, or perhaps mookingly, for they are mostly ootosyllabio
couplets and could easily pass for ·seotions of his burlesque epic,
as shown by the following quotations from "Upon~ Hypooritioal
Nonconformist:"
For talking idly is admir 'd

And speaking nonsense held inspir'd.19

He does not pray, but prosecute,
As if he went to law his suit;
Swmnons his Maker to a.p:pear,
And answer what he shall prefer. 20
To preach the gospel with a drum

And for oonvinoing overcome.21

Certainly these poems are not even pseudo-pinda.rios, either in
structure, theme, or treatment!

They have but one resemblance

to Cowley's work,- the stanzas vary.in length.
Mr.Sa.intsbury tells us that "the advantage of the regular
ode is chiefly that it is more troublesome, and so less likely
to be written by those who had better not write at

an.,,22

In

th~~ olass may be safely put John Pomfret and Thomas Flatman.
A glance at their works will show how easy it is to write bad
Pindarios.

John Pomfret has left us four very long and irregular

poems, three of whioh he oalled "Pind.ario Essa.ystt and the other
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e, "Pindaric Ode".

The following quotp,tion, to illustrate the

remarks just made, is ta.ken from the ode entitled,

"Dies Novis-

sima, or the Last Epipha.eyt' • 23
1

I feel the heavy-rolling God,
Incumbent, revel in his frail abode.
How JIW" breast heaves and pt1lses beatl
I sink, I sink, beneath the furious heat;
The weighty bliss o'e~helms 11\V breast,
Alld overflov1ing joys :profusely v1aste.
Some nobler bard, O sacred Power, inspire, etc.24

He continues in this strain for uncounted verses.
The Earl of Roohester characterizes Flatman's poetry in
these words:
••••• that slow drudge in swift Pindaric strains,
Flatman, vih.o Cowley imitates, with pains,
·And rides a jaded Muse, whipt, with loose reins. 25
~his poet has left:us a dozen Pindaric Odes, addressed, for the
most part to :public x;nen, whioh oan
by a.

line from his ode

11

be

well described as to value

The Review - Pindario Ode to Reverend

William Sanoroftn 25:
A numerous heap of ciphers would be found the total sum. 27
He has a humble opinion of his own work, for, in complimenting
his "Reverend Friend, Dr.Sa.mu.el Woodford, on his Ex:oellent Version of the Psalms", 28 he says:.
Thus on your aha.riot wheel shall I
Ride safe, and look a.s big as Aesop's !ly.29
Flatman is chiefly remembered for two expressions, - his "illustrious Ghost" , 30 in the ~Pindario .Ode. On the Death of the Illustrious Prinoe Ruperttt31, and his deolaration that only those of
plebei~ birth die, - prinoes "disappear", - an idea used also by
Waller and laughed at by Browning.32
The mention .!l£ Flatman' s "Ode to Reverend William Sanoroft",
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ym.o, by the way, was Arohbishop of Canterbury, briDgs to mind
the ode written in this Churohma.n's honor, after his death in
1689, by Jonathan Swift.

This ode will never be praised as

:poetry, though it is marked by the clarity whioh is a distinga.ishing trait of SWift's style.

It is interesting as proving

that, even in his early manhood, Swift was discontented and sarcastic.

Thus, he says;

Why should the Sun, alas: be proud
l"o lodge behind a. golden cloud?
Though fringed with evening gold the cloud appears so gay,
'Tis but a low-born vapour, enkindled by a ray._ 33

Even more characteristic are the following lines from the same
poem:
Ah,Britain, land of angelsl whioh of all thy sins ••••
Has given thee up, a dwelling-place to fiends? 34
Three other poems were called odes by Swift.

These are "Ode

to the Hon.Sir William Temple" 35 , "Ode to King William, on his
suooesses in Ireland." 36 , and "Ode to the Athenian Sooiety.n37 The
"Ode to King William' is an eulogium written in four-lined stanzas,
with alternate rpymes; the others a.re in Cowley's manner.

In the

"Ode to Sir William Temple", Swift tells of his own poetical bent,
saying:
Vlhate'er I plant (like oorn on barren earth)
By an equivocal birth
Seeds, and runs up to poetry.38
Should we be thankful to Dryden who, by his well-mown remark,
"Cousin Swift, you will never be a poet," stopped the flow of this
Pindario stream, and turned the current of Swift's thoughts to prose?
It would be a futile and uninteresting task to mention all the
minor poets who wrote Pindarios during the last years of the seven-
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· teenth century, - Otway and Rowe, Hughes and Sheffield, Roscommon a.nd Mulgrave, and numerous others whose names one never hears.
Charles Montague, Earl of Halifax, is remembered for one rtquite

respectable piece of rhymed and rhythmed prose of a rhetorical
kind" , 3 9 "On the Marriage of Prinoe ss Anne" , 40 in 1683. The joy

given by this event in those

days

of stress and trouble is com-

pared to the . joy given by a rainbow in a storm, when
Again in pleasant warbling notes,
The cheerful poets of the wood extend their tuneful throats.41
Dr.Johnson rightly estimates his poetry when he says: n1t would
now be esteemed no honour, by a contributor to the monthly bundle
of' verses, to be told that, in strains either familiar or solemn,
he sings like Montagtie.n42

Two ·poems by Edmnnd Waller may be mentioned in this connection,
"A. panegyric to My Lord Protector11 43, written in 1654, and '1 To the

King, Upon his Majesty's Hapw Return. 11 44 These are frequently

spoken of as odes, though Waller did not so name them.

They a.re

written in rhymed pentameter couplets, the fore-runners of the
heroic couplet which Pope brought to perfeotion.

Addressing Crom-

well, he says:

Your drooping country, tor-nwith civil hate,
Restored by you is made a. glorious state. 45
Born to command, your princely virtues slept,
Like humble David's, while the flocks he kept• 46
We may accept the judgment of King Charles, who complained to Waller

that the address of welcome was inferior to the panegyric on Cromwell, and learn from the poet's answer that he was as smooth a.
:politician as a versifier; "Sire, we poets never suoceed so well
in writing truth a.s in fiction."

Practically all the,poets· of this half-century wrote versi~
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fied translations or imitations of Horace, compositions which
na.tural:!3 they desoribed as odes, but which are as far from the
Horatian model as their Pindario odes are from the work of Pindar.
But before the close o·f the century the ode was lifted, as it
were, from its degradation by Congreve and Dryden.
Congreve's ode "On Mrs.Arabella Hunt Singing11 47 was not
printed, it is true, until 1710, and there is question as to the
date of its composition, Mr.Gosse assigning it to 1701. 48 But Mr.
Swnmers, the editor of Congreve's Complete Works, thinlts it was
written in 1692.

He says: "It is deservedly one of Congreve's

most celebrated poems.

It is Pindario only in name, and more than

one line will nowadays be held to be tawdry ••• but yet the descriptions of em~tions awakened by the performance of an exquisite vocalist has something very lovely and appropriate in its cadences;
the poet is truly inspired in his theme. 11 49 The poem consists of
five stanzas, varying in length from sixteen to twenty lines.

The

lines also a.re irregular, varying from two to five accents, generally rhyming in couplets.

The lady sings so beautifully that

••••• th'Heavenly Choir
Come flocking to admire,50
The poet tells them:
Your loss of heav'n nor shall you need to fear;
V/hile she sings 'tis heaven here,51
And the listeners on earth are so "wrapt in S\Veet forgetfulness"52

that they wish
Forever to be dying so, yet never die, 53
Dryden wrote two beautiful odes which also treat of mu.sic.

:BO

Every year on St.Cecilia's Day, the twenty-second of November, a
mu.sioal society in London presented in her honor some song or ode,
composed on request for the occasion by some distingu.ished poet of
the day, a.nd set to nn.isio by an eminent musical composer.

Dry-

den aooepted the invitation in 1687, writing his "Song for Saint
Cecilia's Day''

54

, and a.gain ten years later, with

11

Alexa.ruier's

Feast; or the·· Power of Music.u 55 The former was set to mu.sic by a
composer named Douglas, the latter by the poet-mu.sioian, John
Hughes.

This aooounts for the frequent repetitions.

Bot~ poems

are written in irregu.lar stanzas, adapted to the mood to be oonv.eyed, and are remarkable for the choioe of words and meters
fitted to the instrument.

Thus, in the 11 Song for Saint Cecilia's

Day" , the•' trumpet ' s loud olangor" speaks of anger; "the double,

double, double beat of the thundering drum• proclaims the alarm;
the flute complains and the violins voice passion.

But bright Cecilia raised the wonder higher:

When to the organ breath was given,
An angel heard, and straigh! appeared,
Mistaking earth for heaven. 6

In ·"Alexander's b'east" the peet ca.rrie s the idea. of the power of'
music yet farther: a. single instrument, the lyre, in the hands of
the a.ooomplished.musioian Timotheus, arouses in turn at the mas-.
ter's will all the emotions.

He

Could sweel the soul to rage, or kindle soft desire. 57
But Cecilia surpassed him, for
He raised a. mortal to the skies
She drew an angel down, 5B
These two lines were criticised by Dr.Johnson, who says:

"The

conclusion is vicious; the music of Timotheus ••• ha.d only a meta-
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phorioal power; that of Ceoiiia ••• ha.d a real effeot; the orown
therefore could not be divided.n 59 Dryden, who was far from being
a braggart, said of this poem, "Nobody has written a nobler ode,
and nobody ever will."

Sir Walter Scott says in his Life .Q! Dryden:

In lyrical poetry Dryden mu.st be allowed to have no
equals.· Alexander's Feast is suffioient to show his supremacy in that brilliant department. In this exquisite
production he flung from him all the trappings with which
his contemporaries had embarrassed the ode •••• The change
of tone in the harp of Timotheus regulates the measure and
the melody and the language of every stanza••• nor is the
splendid poem disgraced by one word or line unworthy of it. 60

Mr.G.H.Noyas says that Dryden in this poem gives a "rapid series
of flashlight pictures, each expressed in verse that by its mu.sic

suggests the scene described~ .No poem has a more youthful vigor
than this ode by the weary dramatist and satirist of sixty-six'J 61
The aesthetic appeal, the cha.rm of an ode, differs with the theme
as well as with the temperament and culture of the reader.
abstract theme is, above all others, difficult to handle.
probably

ma.de

a safe prophecy: on so abstraot

a

theme

An

Dryden

as the

power of mu.sio, no nobler ode ever will be written.
In this connection it is interesting to note that in 1699
Addison wrote "An Ode for St.Ceoilia's Day." 62 Eight of its sixty
lines were composed by
by Daniel Puroell.

Nahum

Tate, and the whole

was

set to m.sic

Originality could now hardly be expected on

this theme; there is simp~ a variation in adjectives,- the violins have become sprightly while the trumpet's tones are piercing.
They sound,
Till, wafted by a gentle breeze,
They faint and languish by degrees,
And at a distance die.6§
Yet one more ode was written by Dryden, "An Ode to the pious
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1:1emory of the accomplished young lady, Mrs.Anne Killigrew. 11 64
This a.ooomplished and virtuous lady, a. ma.id of honour to the
Duchess

rea:r.

0£

York, died of small-pox in 1685, in her t~enty-fifth

Dryden's ode was prefixed to a volume of her poems, pub-

lished the following year.

It is more eulogistic than elegiac

in tone.

Thou youngest virgin-daughter of the skies,
Made in the last promotion of the blest;
Whose palms, new plucked from Paradise,
In spreading branches more sublimely risei
Rich with immortal green above the rest. 5
The poet praises her talent and her virtue.

Here we find lines

that express Dryden's disgust with the licentious stage of that

time;
OhJ wretohed we! why were we hurried down••••
To inoreastF't!),e steaming ordures of the stageJ 66
He says that at Judgment the poets will rise first,

For they are covered with the lightest ground,

67

a.nd concludes:

There thou, sweet saint, before the quire shalt go,
As harbinger of Heaven, the way to show,
68
The way which thou so well hast learned below.
The hundred and ninety-five lines of this ode a.re grouped in
ten stanzas, varying in length from thirteen to thirty-nine lines.
As the above quotations sh.ow, there a.re many :pentameter lines, with
oooasio:nal eighty-syllable and six-syllable lines.

The rhymes fol-

low no set soheme. The theme is treated in an elevated and sympathetic style, with great beauty and energy of expression.
Thus, by three outstanding poems, Dryden saved the irregular
ode £rom falling into utter disrepute. As Mr.Sa.intsbury pithily
pu.ts it: ttDryden hardly ever fails in real symphonic effeot;

the

others too often simply empty sackfuls of wooden bricks of different sizes. 116 9 It is true that, after Dryden's time, inferior odes
continued to be written, though the popularity of the heroic couplet in the eighteenth century doubtless diminished their number.
Nevertheless, Dr.Johnson's dictum that Dryden found English poetry
briok and left it marble is ·as true for the ode as for the other
forms of verse.

Those who find Dryden's odes devoid of feeling

mu.st at least admit that ~hey are the work of an artist in wordcraft, and that a marble statue can please by its beauty, though
it arouses no other than purely aesthetic emotions.
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0 H A P f E R VIII.

QONOLUSION.

On the threshold of the eighteenth oentury, let us pa.use to
qast a backward glance over the course we have traversed, and to

note the work aooomplished during the seventeenth oentury in the
developmen~ of the ,English ode.

In the year 1600 this term had

no special meaning in England.

Poets used it to designate simple

lyrios, love-songs, pastorals of 8.?J¥ form.

Drayton associated the

name with the Greek and Latin poems so designated, and taught by
his example that, to be called an ode, a poem should treat nobly
of a worthy theme.
one in the century.

Jonson produced one true Pindario ode, the only
He also used the term for other poems that

-~ere addresses, and restricted it to those of irregu.lar stanzaic

stru.cture, - except for odes which were supposed to be imitations
of Horace. Jonson's "school", - :Ra.ndoli:h, Herrick, Hall, - continued
the tradition, that is, followed Jonson's example as to treatment.
About the middle of the century Marvell produced our best Horatian
ode, while, shortly before, :Milton had grandly exemplified the Pin-

dario style a.nd the silil]?le stro:pb.ic form in "On the Morni:ng of
Christ's lia.tivi ty.•1
Cowley rendered a great service to the ode by firmly implanting the idea that the treatment of the theme in such a poem oan
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never be light or trivial. In the lyrio court, the ode is the
princess, royally attired in cloth-of-gold and prioeless gems.
Cowley made an innovation by the use of stanzas of varying lengths
in the same poem, so that there was unbridled liberty - or rather
license - in verses, stanzas, and rhymes; and by calling his odes
"Pindaricn he ma.de genera~ the notion that Pindar, in writing his
lyrics, followed no law but his own will or fantasy.
the produotion of

many

worthless 11 Pindaric Odes".

This led to

Congreve and

more especially Dryden, towards the end of the century, produced
odes which were true poetry, and tended to fix in our minds the
concept of an ode.
In "A Discourse on. the Pindarique Ode" which William Congreve

in 1706 prefixed·to his "Pindarique O~e Hwnbly Offered to the
Queen',he aptly described the odes of the period in these words:
The oharaoter of these late Pindariques is, a Bundle
of rambling incoherent Thoughts, express 1 d in a like Parcel
of irregular Stanzas,whioh also consist of such another
Complication of disproportion'd,uncertain a.nd perplexed
Verses and Bhimes •••• Those irregular Odes of Mr.Cowley may
have been the principal, though innooent Occasion, of so
ma.:ny deformed Poems sinoe,which instead of being true
Pictures of Pindar have ••• been only Carioatures of him,
Resemblanaes t~at for the most part have been either Horrid
or Ridiculous.
Congreve explained the structure of Pindar's odes and exemplified it.

Later in the century, Gray wrote the two finest exam-

ples in English of the true Pindaric ode, "The Progress of Poesy"
and

"The Bard''.

His friends advised him to subjoin some explana-

tory notes, but he had, so he said, "too mch respect for the
understanding of his readers to take that liberty. 112However, he
was later persuaded to follow the advice, thus adding mu.ch to our
comprehension and appreciation of his work.
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.$nglish poets have not, on·the·whole, taken kindly to the
festriotions of this form of lyrio, as exemplified by Gray.

They

imitate more readily Pind~r's simple strophic odes, so that, with
the exception of a few poems written, most of them, in Cowley's
\

ir1•egu.lar style, the modern English ode takes the form of an address with variety in the verse-formation, ~formity in stanza
and rhyme-sohemas, an impersonal elevation in tone, elaboration
and beauty.in treatment, passion or enthusiasm

in ·spirit. In

Congreve's words, it is

As Spenser sweet, as Milton strong.

3·

Gray, in his lines on Dryden in "The Progress of Poesy" desoribing the movement of the ode, speaks of the
I

Two coursers of ethereal raoe,
With neclcs in thunder cloth'd, and long-resounding pace,4
5

who "wide o'er the fields of glory bearu the oar of odic verse,
while the Muse
Scatters from her pictur'd urn
6
Thoughts that breathe, and words that burn.
Let us retain this beautiful and striking figure as a poet's
illustration of the heights of inspiration and the depths of
feeling attained in the English ode at the close of the seventeenth century.
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